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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, Dr. Peter Breggin — known as “the conscience of psychiatry” for his instrumental

role in preventing the return of lobotomy as a psychiatric treatment in the early 1970s — discusses

his latest book, “COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey,” available on

wearetheprey.com.

There’s no doubt anymore that we are in the middle of the biggest, most effective propaganda war

in the history of the world. Nothing even comes close. As a result, a mass psychosis has developed,

where many normally rational people have completely lost their capacity to reason. You can show

them reams of solid indisputable information and they’ll simply refuse to believe any of it. What’s at

the heart of this mass psychosis? Breggin explains:

“It's extremely important to get over this attempt to make us all helpless, obedient and

docile. We have to know, who are the masters driving this? On the other hand, we have to

understand the mechanisms for this [manipulation] … It's a subtle reign of terror … We're

looking at a revolution against us that wants to make us feel helpless like children.

In psychotherapy, we often see people who've been terribly abused by their parents, but

they cannot face it. They can't identify it as evil … We can't bear to think there are people

out to harm us and manipulate us. You can't bear to think there are people different from us

— people who actually take pleasure from injury and domination …

So, I want to identify Irst who these people are. Who's doing this to us? It's time to face it

and to get rid of the idea that this is chance, or is this is crazy, or this is bizarre, or this

makes no sense.

How does it make sense that they're absolutely ignoring the fact that, in America, we now

have over 14,000 reports of deaths from the [COVID] ‘vaccine’ and no one is investigating

it? No one's doing anything. In the years before this, if a vaccine had more than 20 or 30

[deaths], and certainly over 100, it would be a catastrophe.

Now we have a vaccine that has more deaths than all the other vaccines put together. How

can we ignore that? On the other hand, we get all these huge [falsely inXated] numbers of

deaths from COVID-19 … So, we're looking at this situation and [asking] is that crazy?

Well, no, it makes perfect sense. If you're trying to intimidate and overwhelm a population,

you exaggerate the danger. You take a Xu-like illness that is safer than the Xu in terms of

how it spares children and young adults and attacks people my age, I'm 85. [It’s] killing

people who are already past their predicted lifespan. So, you take this relatively benign

epidemic and make it into a horror show by exaggerating everything.”

What’s the Goal?

The question that must be asked and answered is: What is the goal? We can determine the goal by

looking at what we know. We know:

Health leaders are ignoring COVID jab injuries and deaths

They do not want anyone to use early treatment. They’ve done everything in their power to

dismiss and vilify any and all potential treatments, from vitamin D to hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin

Western countries that have been icons of freedom and liberty are being hit the hardest by the

pandemic and put under the harshest countermeasures

The risk of dying from COVID-19 is less than 0.5% for all but the very old who have multiple

comorbidities

Vaccine makers have no Znancial liability for vaccine injuries and deaths

Government started out enticing people to get the experimental shot using a variety of bribes,

then moved on to forcing the shots using threats such as loss of employment, higher health

insurance rates, loss of travel privileges, loss of right to health care in general and more

The PCR test cannot be used to diagnose COVID-19; the FDA recalled the Innova Antigen Rapid

Test in mid-June 2021  and the CDC has withdrawn the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization of

the CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel, as of

December 31, 2021,  due to its inaccuracy

What do these facts, taken together, tell us? What are “the powers that be” getting out of this?

Breggin explains:

“The spike protein is the spearhead of an assault on humanity. That has nothing to do with

COVID-19 whatsoever, but is planned through COVID-19 in order to vastly increase the

wealth of numerous institutions and individuals … many of them unfortunately originating

from America, who are working in collaboration with the communist, Chinese Communist

Party, to increase this vast exploitation of the world …

The Chinese have been sinking their teeth into us for a long time, because we are the seat

of liberty in this world ... So, it all begins to make sense … The forces are most locked into

those of us who are now free, and they're aiming to destroy us. This is terrifying, but it

shouldn't make you … helpless. It should rouse you to look with reason at what is

happening in the world.”

The Decade of Vaccines

In 2010, Bill Gates announced “the decade of vaccines.” A partner in that declaration was Dr.

Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), as well

as a number of other globalists, including the United Nations.

A decade later, we have COVID-19. Is that a coincidence? In 2015, a scientiZc paper  assured that

gain-of-function researchers had the means to create a pandemic. This research was funded by the

NIAID and carried out by two top Chinese researchers at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) and,

according to Breggin, all scientists in China work on behalf of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).

“It's called military civil fusion,” Breggin says. “They all work together … That's the nature of

the totalitarian state. People don't realize that, but Fauci had to know he was funding a

potential pandemic virus.

In fact, in the last few days, it's come out from his emails obtained through a Freedom of

Information Act (FOIA) request … that he actually gave them instructions for how to

combine … several SARS-Cov-type virus systems to make an actual source code.”

COVID Shot Failure Was Entirely Predictable

According to Breggin, the CCP has been working with SARS-CoV-type viruses since at least 2003,

and there have been four different leaks of SARS viruses since then.

“So here we have China and America making what are essentially biological weapons, the

excuse being, ‘We're going to make vaccines.’ But … the vaccines aren't going to work and

they know it, because the coronavirus mutates all the time.

So, if you make a vaccine for the Chinese virus, it’s not going to last long because it'll just

help force these mutations to come out because if you're suppressing [strain] of a virus,

then one of the many others that are Xoating around will take its place …”

Bill Gates’ Pandemic Business Plan

The failure of the COVID shots was predicted by many physicians and scientists well before the

middle of 2020, and there’s virtually no chance the vaccine makers were unaware of the many

objections brought forth, and the scientiZc rationale behind them.

“So, Bill Gates knows, in 2015, that a pandemic virus can be made and [that] labs in China

and the U.S. are collaborating and he knows Fauci, who’s been his key guy since at least

2010. So, Gates, in 2016, creates a business plan. I don't know how I found this one. I think

it was God just pulling the strings of my Ingers, but I pulled out of [Klaus] Schwab's website

Bill Gates’ business plan for the world for the next pandemic.

It's about 65 pages long. You can Ind it on my website. Go to the coronavirus resource

center on breggin.com and then look for the background materials for the book, and you

will become one of the Irst people in the world outside of the predators to see the business

plan they made in 2016.

That business plan lays out everything that's happening to us now. In particular, it lays out

that Bill Gates will be working with CEPI [Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations],

an organization that Gates founded in 2017 — but that he’s describing in 2016 — with

Schwab, the man who will eventually announce the Great Reset in 2020 that he’s been

working on his whole life.”

In that document linked above, “CEPI Preliminary Business Plan 2017-2021,” it is stated that the

drug industry will incur no expenses during the coming pandemic. All expenses, including indirect

costs, will be covered. Yet another document describes the enormous proZts expected. Gates’

business plan also describes the creation of what eventually became Operation Warp Speed.

In July 2017, CEPI created a PowerPoint presentation for the World Health Organization, which you

can also view on Breggin’s website. That presentation reviews Gates’ plan and explains the WHO’s

role in setting the standards for pandemic science and medicine.

Amazingly, the PowerPoint includes a statement that CEPI has created a Memorandum of

Understanding of what the WHO is. According to Breggin, that’s “the next thing to an absolutely

binding contract with the WHO.”

Who Are the Predators?

In his book, Breggin also details the other partners in this scheme, which include the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the National Institutes of

Health, NIAID and the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA).

In short, the evidence points to the COVID-19 pandemic — with all the senseless and irrational

decisions made in its name — being a scheme to enrich certain individuals, companies and

organizations at the expense of everyone else.

“Rick Bright, [director of] BARDA, was key, a point man, [in] preventing everybody from

having easy access to very effective treatments,” Breggin says. “Again, why? Because it

was a decade of vaccines. It's all it was ever about. It was never about anything else. [It

was always about] Inding a way to get rich and powerful.”

So far, then, we can list the following predators:

Bill Gates and his organizations

Klaus Schwab and the World Economic Forum (WEF)

Drug companies

Fauci and the NIH/NIAID

The Wellcome Trust

FDA

CDC

BARDA

The WHO

What Are the Predators Working Toward?

So, just what are they working toward? In videos dating back to 2017, Gates discusses the

development of RNA vaccines. Fast-forward to 2020, and mRNA injections were the immediate

choice for the fast-tracked COVID shots. And, as detailed in Gates’ business plan, PZzer and

Moderna were both given billions of dollars from the U.S. federal government through BARDA and

the NIH/NIAID.

“ Don't get scared. Get angry, but don't get
demoralized. They want that. You know, there’s a
whole school of public health that talks about how
to intimidate and engender fear to get people to do
what you want. It's called fear appeal. So, it's
systematic, and public health people have always
been totalitarian in nature. ~ Dr. Peter Breggin”

This, despite the fact that no mRNA injection has ever made it to market before this, and the fact

that no coronavirus vaccine has ever made it to market in the 20 years they’ve been working on it.

For some reason, coronavirus vaccines routinely cause severe illness and increased lethality when

exposed to the wild virus, a phenomenon known as antibody dependent enhancement (ADE).

In his book, Breggin cites a 2020 paper by independent researchers warning that all of the COVID

vaccines, not just the mRNA and the DNA shots but also those using killed viruses, are too

dangerous to even try on humans.

“So, they know all of this,” Breggin says. “There are no surprises to them. They knew what

they were doing … But don't get scared. Get angry, but don't get demoralized. They want

that. You know, there’s a whole school of public health that talks about how to intimidate

and engender fear to get people to do what you want. It's called fear appeal.

So, it's systematic, and public health people have always been totalitarian in nature. It’s all

about public health people telling the communities what they must do come the next public

health threat. They don't say preserve the Bill of Rights. They don't say, ‘make sure we

check this out in the courts or a body supervising us for our ethics to protect the folks.’”

Recognize the Abuse, Then Stand Up Against It

So, how can we break the mass psychosis spell that so many are currently under, which makes

them unable to see reality and understand that complying with the globalist predators will result in

their own ruin? Breggin comments:

“Human beings are born into a state of helplessness … And the reason for that, I believe, is

that we are a social animal. The brain doubles in size in the Irst year of life, which occurs

in a social environment. So, we have a social brain. We are very tied to each other. That's

the whole purpose of that socialization, that slow growth, that dependency over the years …

Being social allowed us as an extended family to survive and to be different than all other

creatures. It's our social relationships that make us unique. They also give us our pleasure.

In the grief now built into all of us is that potential for feeling very helpless. We can become

in moments [like] little children again. When we start feeling guilt or shame or anxiety or

overwhelmingly afraid, we can easily become helpless. And that's basically what's going on.

I think it's Ine to call it a psychosis, but I prefer to call it an overwhelming helplessness that

overcomes the nation.

Now, if in childhood you're abused, then that helplessness remains with you into adulthood.

That's how powerful those early years are, and you have to work hard to overcome it … We

to identify what was done to us. If you're an adult, it really helps to identify that, yes, you

were sexually abused or, yes, you really were bullied by your older brother or your big

sister …

You look back and you see what's going on and what happened. And that helps you … We

are being oppressed by evil people. Nothing is by chance. We might as well be children

being tormented. We have to say to each other, ‘No more. No more helplessness, no more

lamenting, no more complaining, no more saying What's happening to us? It's very clear,

what's happening to us.’

It's not crazy. It's intentional and purposeful and we must stand up to it. We must

understand and not allow ourselves to be abused and rendered out again. We need to give

each other comfort and love and inspiration. We need to support from a tactical viewpoint.

We need to get involved together. [My wife] Ginger and I made the terrifying decision to

take on COVID-19 … [and] join many other people Ighting for America's freedom. It was a

scary choice, but once we did, we started meeting tons of people.

I never imagined knowing Peter McCollough, a great cardiologist who wrote an introduction

to [my book], who risked his life and his whole reputation to declare that there is a good

treatment … We're all re-founders of America in a critical moment in time.

And instead of feeling sorry for ourselves, think to yourself, ‘God put us in a place where we

can make one of the hugest differences, or we can have effects beyond anything we

imagined’ … We need to know that there is a war against us … They have a stealth war

against us … So be proud, be an American, be a patriot. Stand up for liberty.

Look at the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, especially the Bill of Rights.

That's your legacy. You were throwing it away. You were doing nothing to protect it,

probably since the civil war. This is the biggest threat to freedom in America. And it's much

bigger than the civil war. It's a war against all of Western democracy.”

More Information

As made clear in Breggin’s book, “COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey,” the end

goal is complete totalitarian control of all nations, very similar to the kind of societal control already

in place in China, and unless we unite against the implementation of this plan, there will be no

happy ending for any of us.

It’s not going to be easy, because the globalist predators have inZltrated government, NGOs,

academia, entertainment, business and every other major aspect of American life. The way forward

will necessitate taking back control over each and every area, one by one.

In the days just after this interview, President Biden made clear his intention to force vaccinate
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In the days just after this interview, President Biden made clear his intention to force vaccinate

Americans by mandating corporations with 100 employees or more to require COVID vaccination or

face Znes. It’s as unconstitutional as you can get, but he’s doing it anyway because, again, the end

goal is totalitarianism and the means is medical tyranny.

We can also see that COVID-19 was nothing more than a means to an end because the same

globalist elite are now calling for sanctions on the world to combat the health threat of global

warming.

More than 200 journals, including The Lancet, The New England Journal of Medicine  and The BMJ

simultaneously published the identical editorial calling for “society-wide changes” in the name of

saving the environment. Interestingly, one of the authors, Richard Smith, chairs The Lancet

Commission on the Value of Death. As noted by Breggin:

“It is quite stunning and signals that the lockdowns, passports and other abuses will

continue and be ramped up as people catch on to the fraud behind COVID-19. Such a

spectacular coordinated effort to get worldwide medical and health journals lockstep into

progressive and globalist goals for humanity is astonishing and requires the disclosures in

our book to explain.”

“COVID-19 and the Global Predators” is being self-published and is only available on

wearetheprey.com for the time being. At 650 pages, it’s a big book, and it goes over the chronology

of how we got here, from start to Znish. It also has a detailed index, so you can look up names and

organizations.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,522 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see the order a bit differently than it is laid out in the article when it says that “[w]e are in the middle of the biggest, most effective

propaganda war... designed to make us helpless, obedient and docile.”  I would say “designed to make us MORE helpless, obedient and

docile.”  Those conditions have already been widely established.  That that is so is indicated by what is posited as the problem and the

solution: “It’s not going to be easy, because the globalist predators have inZltrated government, NGOs, academia, entertainment,

business and every other major aspect of American life.  The way forward will necessitate taking back control over each and every

area….”

There is systemic corruption in the very institutions so many people have placed their trust in to shape their lives.  When they march

into ooces to get jabbed by an evil system, that’s not so much obedience as misplaced faith and extreme dependence.  These citizens

are basically the “product” of a cultural indoctrination system, and that didn’t just suddenly happen 18 months ago.  Their investment

in that system is long, deep and diocult to abandon.  They have been programmed with goals and values by which they then chart

their lives.  They see the world how they have been taught to see it.  It is a miracle that anyone survives with any clear vision intact.  It

is a miracle anyone so captured is able to shake off the indoctrination and begin to educe their True Selves.

But it does happen.  A crisis can act as a shock that rouses many from their slumber.  Evil is being forced to expose its ways.  We’re

seeing it.  We’re discussing it.  We should not rule out the possibility that a great awakening is possible.  Those signs are there too,

and we shouldn’t do the tyrants work for them by acquiescing to what seems like overwhelming power.  They’re going to have to beat

us fair and square, and that’s not going to happen.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, David, humanity is subjected to a "pandemic virus industrial complex", where predators such as Gates, WHO, CDC, FDA,

BARDA, WEF, multinational pharmaceutical companies and big capital represent one of the greatest existential threats to the

humanity, mandatory mass vaccination as a prologue to the Great Reset. The total domination of the technocratic elite is a

guaranteed path, and the Vanguard and Blackrock Znancial control of companies and media is the great threat of a globalism

that will have all the power and enslave the people by controlling the actions of the constitutionally elected governments. Total

control of the people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big capital enjoys its power and capital that they will

reserve for their joyous life despite being full of cruelty. Corruption and a false socialism of interests made the rich richer and

the rest of the world in slaves of their wishes. The Zght is imposed against the most serious attack against personal liberty,

compulsory vaccinations

BlackRock and Vanguard are the same, as the latter is the largest shareholder of the former. Family names linked to the two

include the Rothschilds, the Bushes, the British royal family, the Du Ponts, the Vanderbilts, and the Rockefellers. All of these

families run Davos and the new world order through control of the world's Znancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies

and companies, and ultimately all private property. it is moving in a general direction, directly towards the Great Reset.

Vanguard and BlackRock are the two main owners of Time Warner, Comcast, Disney and News Corp, four of the six media

companies that control more than 90% of the US media landscape. https://youtu.be/A4foal20UTA  ~

noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  ~

www.zerohedge.com/economics/wealth-redistribution-blackrock-and-other-..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Biden mandate is contested by twenty-seven Republican governors or attorneys general who have pledged to Zght the latest

executive order issued by President Joe Biden requiring that more than 80 million private employees receive COVID

vaccinations or undergo weekly tests, or your employer will be Zned. “When you have a president like Biden issuing

unconstitutional edicts against the American people, we have a responsibility to stand up for the Constitution and to Zght back,

and we are doing that in the state of Florida,” he said. “This is a president who has acknowledged in the past he does not have

the authority to force this on anybody, and this order would result potentially in millions of Americans losing their jobs.”

bossierpress.com/more-than-half-of-u-s-states-vow-to-Zght-bidens-vacc..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Although the CDC always minimizes the harms of Covid vaccines, a signiZcant fact adolescents who received COVID injections

have 7.5 times more deaths, 15 times more disabilities, 44 times more hospitalizations than all the vaccines approved by the

FDA in 2021. 1,490 fetal deaths have also been recorded after COVID-19 injections in pregnant women. By way of contrast, I

performed the same search in the VAERS database for fetal deaths due to the tu shots, and for 2021 so far there are ZERO.

For last year, 2020, there were 16 fetal deaths following tu shots taken by pregnant women. And yet the CDC continues to

recommend that pregnant women receive an injection of COVID-19. It is evident that the damages from the "vaccines" against

Covid-19 are much greater than those reported by VAERS.

nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/cdc-teens-injected-with-covid-s..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Detroit's ABC station asked Facebook users to share stories of unvaccinated people who died from COVID-19, only to be

inundated with jab death and injury stories. An overwhelming number of people responded with stories not of death from the

unvaccinated, but of death and injury shortly after the COVID-19 injection. "I don't know of anyone who has died of covid, but I

do know a 37-year-old man who received the vaccine and died of a brain aneurysm 8 days later," wrote a Facebook user by the

name of Maximilien Robespierre. Immediately below, Richard Smother shared: "My co-worker's daughter (12 years old) had to

be rushed to the ER after she collapsed an hour after her second injection." More complaints in the link.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/tv-station-asks-for-stories-of-unvaxxed-deat..
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum: Yes, it is diocult to get out of this. We had already settled into considering it almost normal because we grew up with

that! Again the frog in warm water! He says you:  "It is a miracle that someone survives with clear vision intact. It is a miracle

that someone thus captured is able to get rid of the indoctrination and begin to educate the True Self of him." But nobody moves

from the position of consolidated habits without a strong motivation, and there are those who have lost hope and surrender

without Zghting, not because they do not see the danger, but because they are alone, and individualism is the norm, which only

accepts to the strong, for example ...

But luckily, diocult is not equal to impossible. A sustained television fast, as an aperitif, can invite you to explore yourself,

strengthening yourself. To reread books on paper as one who does an act of resistance; exclude yourself from social networks

and the consumption of "products". Caring for a vegetable garden, a garden, people. Listen, be heard. Without rush. Repair

broken objects. A company that is not easy to uproot from real ties. Pain teaches, shakes, puts white on black. Clearly, as you.

he says, "we are seeing it" ... but we need to "dare" to see it! Because another thing is that they want to recognize it, assume it in

its complexity! Assuming fragility, mortality, loneliness, doubt, when you have been formed only for omnipotence, is very painful,

but healing.
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TO DISTRIBUTE TO ALL those who do not want to be “vaccinated”. All vaccinations will no longer be justiZed as of 10/20/2021:

information veriZed. The European Union has approved (ec.europa.eu/.../ip_21_3299) 5 therapies that will be available in all

hospitals in the Member States to treat Covid. These therapies are approved by decree of the European Council (European

Parliament) and will be operational from 1/10, so they will be distributed little by little around 20/10. The vaccines were

approved on a "provisional experimental basis", however, since by decree, there will be an obligation to prescribe these 5 new

drugs, the use of the vaccine will be terminated. Thus, we understand why all the states said "between September it is

necessary that ...". They already knew everything. You have to be pacient. He does not accept any blackmail. Be patient. Now

that ivermectin is re-licensed, a vaccine is not necessary. Excellent news. The Institut Pasteur recognizes the eocacy of

ivermectin. In some people, a single intake could eradicate all of the SARS covid-19 genetic material. Read well and share.

Good news: ivermectin is now scientiZcally recognized as an effective drug, in the prophylaxis and for the treatment of Covid-19

by researchers at the Pasteur Institute in France. The results of their studies were published in the journal EMBO Molecular

Medicine on July 12, 2021, so it is recent. An analysis of the results of other research published in the American Journal of

Therapeutics strongly calls, with supporting evidence, to bypass the health agency guidelines and include ivermectin as a

standard of treatment. The Macron government knew this ... Be okay and feel free to encourage people who wish not to get

vaccinated www.lettre-docteur-rueff.fr/dr-rueff-bio graphie / - www.lettre-docteur-rueff.fr / dr-rueff-bio
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I just love your positive spin on everything..this is why I keep coming back to these comments from almost all of you...they are

life-saving, so needed and so appreciated. Thank you.
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Guillermou Its nice to see a fellow traveler that truly has the ability to grasp all the different tentacles at play here, some are

just useful idiots for the top level but all want the same. The total enslavement of humanity in their vision. I believe good is

winning though, it seems more dire because evil controls the media and therefore the messaging. I also believe us awake

people have done just about all we can do at this point though I will not stop trying. We need a modern day parting of the sea

event and I truly believe its coming and soon and it no doubt revolves around Trump being reinstated.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Darzoum and Gui ... human beings are  according to Aldous Huxley both STUPID and SLOTHFUL ........... Huxley demonstrates

that cooperation is the baisis for survival and that competition is the basis for species extinction ...... intra species competition

is the intent that lies behind Pharma's ACT of WAR against humanity ...... this policy of intensiZed exploitation can only end with

the desrruction of humanity on our Planet .................. for further reading I suggest Huxley's pre WW2 essays ..........well worth

reading for anyone that concerns him/her self regarding the frightening possibility of species extinction ..............

www.amazon.com/Ends-Means-Inquiry-Nature-Ideals/dp/1412847443/ref=pd_s..
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Darzoum...you say "They’re going to have to beat us fair and square, and that’s not going to happen". You are feeling depressed

or exhausted when you wrote that. The "fair and square" part is what's troubling you. Do NOT be troubled. Acting together, the

results may surprise even us. But your hunch is correct...it will be hard.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very astute, David. The Dumbing Down of Society began decades ago. What we're facing here, is the Storm of the Century!

I watched the Zrst part of the video...On the subject of Frontal Lobotomies; I suggest that every single person promoting this

covid hoax, (and getting rich(er) from it), receive one!
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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Darzoum or Gui- Here is the next shoe to drop. Insurance companies are reinstituting  copays and deductibles for Covid stays in

the hospitals even if you had the jab. They will be hitting people in their wallets. There was some talk that if you declined the jab

they may not cover any costs incurred in the hospitals. This is more fearmongering and enticements to get the jab. Getting gift

cards and free donuts are not enough but if they promote that insurance may not cover your Covid bills that alone would entice

more to get vaccinated. This may happen in the near future.

www.yahoo.com/news/days-full-covid-coverage-over-220408021.html  

Now the tu shot is being pushed citing there could be a twindemic and up to 600K hospitalizations.

www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/tu-season-coming-fast-miserable-st..  What about the interactions of the tu vaccine

and Covid vaccine? I would like to know how many people who had the tu shot in 2017-18 and 2019 contracted Covid vs those

who did not have ANY tu shots and contracted Covid. Every year tu shots are promoted and every year you hear stories they

were sicker after getting the tu shot.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM
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I have no time but I have to write. I like your thinking and stance DARZOUM.  You are thinking in the correct terms. "Misplaced

faith" is a golden thread through almost  ALL medical assumptions of the public. Much about that has been written here over

the years. Sheeples have exchanged their faith in the Creator for faith in the white coats.  We know that. This is a very important

factor as, when this false propaganda bubble bursts, they very probably will turn to where the Truth was held to the light. One

can only guess at the results but I think the Natural Health culture could double or treble in support after such occurrence.

There is NO way the Truth can be suppressed for ever. Creation has absolutely deZned realities. GUI. Thank you for advising on

how to help recover the damage caused by the jab. Please put your mind to Zguring treatment for those who had to do it, full

recovery. As I always say, because Creation is perfect, there must be a perfect answer to every problem. Then, when one deals

 with social problems, be very aware of exactly the opposite result of what you expect. I think that is because Sociology is not a

very exact science yet. It is a very complex subject and we regularly think on it from our own perspectives.

We have just seen a beautiful example of that here in South Africa. We had an uprising and instead of the population groups

going against one another, they stood together as tho it was the most normal thing ever and surprised everyone. Even took the

wind out of this divisive government. If one thinks on social issues, you must contemplate on the very essence of the human. If

you threaten children, be very sure mothers and fathers WILL stand up and rally against you ! This is essentially what you are

saying but if one understands the dynamics, you can work with it? Dr Mercola and others should create a fund to issue

summonses against the evil ones. It is time now ! Hit them !
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Replying to Anmael, Good to know that treatment will soon be available. Maybe they have decided there is too much push-back

to carry on with their agenda for now...and will wait another decade or so, and then at that time use the 2020 - 2021 Covid scare

as the example where conspiracy theorist got it wrong... If so, someone forgot to tell ultra corrupt TGA in Australia who just

banned Ivermectin for off label use.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui- Can you read this article and let me know if you see what I saw and read. This man died of Covid due to a blood clot. It

seems like he had just taken the vaccine but it was too late and then he got a blood clot and died a few days later yet they say

Covid is what he died from. Not the vaccine just Covid. Please correct me if I'm wrong but the PR that is being promoted is get

vaccinated not the potential side effects like blood clots. People will read this article and be enticed to get the vaccine and not

think of the possible side effects. Maybe I misread the article.

www.yahoo.com/news/devastation-unreal-life-loved-one-100105647.html
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Alarming news, fvtomasch, after forcing the population to be vaccinated, people are left without insurance coverage, a reality

that tells us the economic and social implications that this false pandemic is having in its journey to the Great Reset, to tyranny

and genocide. Regarding the tu vaccine, it can be even worse because we are working on an mRNA vaccine for the tu, which

can even be combined with the vaccine against Covid-19. Multiple studies link tu vaccination to increased risk of COVID. One

analysis found that European countries with the highest COVID-19 death rates had high rates of tu vaccination — at least 50% —

among the elderly. Among people aged 65 years and older, tu vaccination was positively associated with COVID-19 deaths,

meaning those who got a tu vaccine were more likely to die from COVID-19.

Compared to unvaccinated individuals, those who had received a seasonal tu shot were 36% more likely to contract unspeciZed

coronavirus infection (it did not speciZcally mention SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19) and 51% more likely to

contract human metapneumovirus infection, which has symptoms similar to

COVID-19.siksik.org/wp-content/uploads/vaccins/10.1016%40j.vaccine.2019.10.005...  and

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/can-tu-vaccine-increase-covid-ris..  You have read the article very well, unfortunately

many people trust "vaccines" despite the suffering and deaths they are causing. Mental hypnotism has reached a total level of

loss of logical reasoning.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We need a modern day parting of the sea event and I truly believe its coming and soon and it no doubt revolves around Trump

being reinstated."

Be careful what you wish for...ties with Jeffrey Epstein should be a clue.

www.spectrumnews.org/news/health-companies-gave-generously-president-t..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Darzoum et al: "That is not going to happen" unless the people remain obedient. Which they are.

However, the good news is that sooooo many are waking up. Because I do not wish to divert this thread, in a separate thread I

will post a list of 19 governors, an attorney general, State Senators et al who are suing and otherwise Zghting this tyranny. Let

alone the fact that a large group of Senators protested by marching in to Capital Hill without their mask, because Pelosi

threatened jail and a Zne for anybody walking those halls maskless. They called her a "dictator", there were  Numerous

 youtubes about it, each from a different US Senator. I believe that when politicians themselves feel the actual sting, instead of

"it will never happen to me", then we can  have change. And we have good people on our side. Plus, Advocates Stand for Health

Freedom just announced two Oregon State Senators are investigating the CDC for artiZcially ballooning the death statistics. I do

believe that the wakeup movement is happening, and there is hope!

For us bloggers, at this time I think it is key that we email links  highly credible bitchutes and articles to lawyers, doctors (wake

them up!), educators, underground journalists, the grassroots, and anybody else in a position of credibility and outreach.

Emailing family and friends may likely only turn them against us. Appeal to those who can intuence others, who are less closely

connected to those people and who have a position of authority and public level credibility. Let them do the work, but we do the

work by sharing information with them. Voila! We beat the media blackout. A peaceful "army" of digital "Soldiers" is very

powerful in numbers and in wealth of information! :-)
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo, it’s the Blackrock puppet show; everywhere people turn, they get the same propaganda and think it’s multiple

conZrmations of the same picture.  They do not raise their vision to follow all of those strings to the same hand.  Thanks for all

the valuable links.  (I see Dr. Mercola’s articles survive on different sites.)

anmael, I think we’re seeing a similar picture, and yes, diocult is not impossible.

eileenruth, the negative spin is from our would-be controllers; we can’t have that.

Stanley, Huxley is not wrong about his assessment of people, but their greatest fault is allowing themselves to be so

conditioned.  However, the shock and energy of a dire crisis can work against the tyrants to rouse people to seek real

foundations.  In other words, this could still backZre on the “Great Resetters.”

CMT367, I expected some push-back to my comment as being unwarranted in its hopefulness.  I never expected your

interpretation… the opposite of my intent.

Randy, these guys play the long game and employ gradualism.  But in any game, the opponent eventually has to make its big

move and reveal intentions.  I’d say we’re there.  

fvtomasch, well, that Zgures, doesn’t it?  I guess the free donuts thing didn’t quite work out for them.

chantalsaltzmanngmail, this is not sustainable.  The only question is whether it falls apart sooner or later, and the people may

have something to say about that.

har1272, a man who boasts about “warp speed” is either clueless or not to be trusted.

Mirandola, we need a shock and the scheming tyrants have provided it; now it’s up to us to use it properly.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch the video.  El Salvador has a good plan for Zghting covid. It they can do it there, it can be done elsewhere.

citizenfreepress.com/.../meanwhile-in-el-salvador
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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"har1272, a man who boasts about “warp speed” is either clueless or not to be trusted."

Yes, Darzoum, "warp speed" and keep those Pharma checks coming...
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a very timely insight from David Icke:

www.youtube.com/watch
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truthbird
Joined On 7/1/2021 1:33:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with everything you wrote.

I have this intense feeling inside my heart and mind that we are not being effective - certainly not effective enough! - to change

the trajectory of the evil which we are dealing with.

Educating ourselves is essential, but we need to do more than that.  We need to work together, preferably in person, I think, in

order to be truly effective.

We can't take on the global elite powers individually.  We may or may not be able to do so working together.  Other than

gathering in public in large groups to protest mandates, lockdowns, etc., it seems to me that at present all we can do is post

messages to others of like mind, and contemplate small acts of disobedience, which do little or nothing to change anything, e.g.

refuse to wear a mask indoors.  

I wonder if wearing a mask with a protest message of some sort, e.g. RESIST TYRANNY, would help.  It might, in the sense that

it would help those who chose to do so Znd others of like mind.  At the same time it would make those of us who do this targets

of hate and violence.  We live in a surveillance state, whether or not we want to acknowledge this fact. Everything we do in

public will be monitored and discovered by the authorities.  It feels to me as though we have already lost our freedom entirely.  (I

know, this is what the elites want us to believe.)

If anyone has any ideas for what we as individuals can do, please post them here and on other like-minded websites. Everyone

agrees we need to resist the tyranny, fascism, and totalitarianism which is so evident in our daily lives, but it seems to me no

one has presented any ideas for how we are to do this effectively.
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Truthbird, I met a political strategist who used to train writer activists in their presentations/effectiveness, internationally. She

said:

A) Identify and rebut beliefs in peoples' heads, this is key to spawning change (for writers)

B) Slogans work, but the politicians are very studied in this art. Has to be well done, but a good way to break through to people

who prefer not to think too much or read too much

C) Class action lawsuits break the media blackout more so than private suits. (This was before the censorship machine came to

be here in the USA).

She said a lot more, but that's enough for now.

I suggest very strongly: To  be effective, be mild mannered, understated, and certainly do not create any chaos or unruliness.

The latter two especially are exactly THE thing to discredit a movement. Be watchful of individuals who create chaos in a

protest, they may be well meaning people who don't know any better but should not be doing what they do, or they may in fact

be agents serving special causes that want to discredit a movement, on purpose. Remain peaceful, orderly and calm, and it will

succeed far better.

My two cents.

Write to doctors, lawyers, journalists, underground news sources and any other sources (like the grassroots) with intuence and

outreach. This is strategic.

Best wishes to all.

EDIT: This post replaces a previous one in which I posted an article with a disclaimer and question mark, asking if it could be

real or fake news. Evidently the source is a spoof source, and I did not see that at the bottom of their article, claiming Bill Gates

had been arrested. I removed that and am replacing it with this message, here. Thank you all.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DiaTrig

I think the same.

I have limited myself to forwarding what they have sent me with a request for diffusion.

Each one will analyze it.
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They’re going to have to beat us fair and square, and that’s not going to happen".

I certainly hope that's not going to happen, but that will only be conZrmed when we see them hang. That will take some doing.

but the more people wake up, the likelier it becomes.

Your fair and square bothers me. Has there ever been anything "fair and square" in the way the thieving money counterfeiter

sneaks and their communist storm troopers have been acting, after the Germans kicked their snouts bloody and hanged their

leaders Luxemburg-Liebknecht, right after WW1?

Their new strategy was to shy away from open confrontation and "withdraw" into sneaky "cultural Marxism"... to SUBVERT the

civilized way of life that was/is the obstacle that has been keeping these underworld cretins from taking over. Covid-19 is the

Zrst "semi"-overt attack in a hundred years, at least in the West. They seem to have judged us as ripe to fall into their hands, and

for those that took the "vaccine" that seems to be true. As to the rest, let's see.  But you can be sure, nothing they ever do will be

fair and square.
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old news.....blackrock n vanguard  own Alphabet Inc  also  which owns Google  and DeepMind and dozens more ..in which the

common stock trader or broker can not use.....in others words is a near privately owned, exclusive personal only type of

ownership......this is just been run for years  while people  just watched the Political scams or baseball oe some games or

chatting or gaming on your Tablet of blabbering on a cellphone...or watching TV..or inbedded with some meaning less 'news' on

radio or TV or internet

en.wikipedia.org/.../Alphabet_Inc .

DeepMind is whats in control...AKA  AI or or one ArtiZcial Intelligence conglomerate of 'Brothers&sister" forms of AI ..

Meantiime 3g-4G -5G-6G and blooming up all over the earth...in the guise of better  cell phone of tablet or wiZ or some other'

mindless Entertainment" to babysit the brain-dead and useless idiots lying around getting fat and STUPID !!!! Just another

Generation of Mindless , useless  worthless eaters are being Pumped out like ties .....than Pump them Useless feeders up with

some experimental concoction called a "Vaccine"   just so all feel 'Safe and secure"  hollowing in mindless ignorance and

stupidity........Ah.....what a "Wonderful, WONDERFUL  world" !!!!!!   We live in........................................NOT!!!!!! What a F U  C KING

MESSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

And I am stil on MyMountain.......planting lots of winter crops in the greenhouse.....and the birds love green grass and cabbage

in the winter too...LOL
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Unfortunately, the American population, especially born after 1980, have been injected with poisonous substances since the

Zrst day of birth, and have received as many as 72 inoculations (according to the "vax standard"), not counting tu or tetanus or

any other 'specialized' inoculation. Consequently, this seems normal and perfectly valid to many people.

I stopped being indoctrinated by the television by 1969, and haven't owned a TV 'god' since then. I used to marvel at how this

instrument of brain-washing was placed in a central location, or in many locations, in people's homes. When the future

archaeologists dig up 'developed' civilizations, I am sure they will wonder what this "god" was that was so important that people

placed it in such prominent positions in their homes. There's a meme of someone asking an Amish person why they aren't

seeing the virus; he answers that they don't watch TV. ;-}
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Dr. Fauci: “Heck, No, I Haven’t Been Vaccinated” - By Michael Baxter from REAL RAW NEWS: The Deep State’s primary Covid-19

vaccine peddler, Dr. Anthony Fauci, boasted to colleagues at the NIH that he has not taken and will not take the Covid jab, said a former

NIH employee who claims Fauci personally Zred him in June for “violating or considering to violate non-disclosure agreements”

pertaining to vaccination protocols.

Our source, who wishes to remain anonymous at this time, told Real Raw News that he’d been wrongfully terminated—unjustiZably

because he never signed non-disclosure paperwork on the Institute’s Covid-19 policies. And the reason he never signed said

paperwork is that he had worked for NIH’s Division of AIDS, which was largely excluded from Covid-19 plandemic response meetings

and vaccine development.

For ease of reading, RRN will refer to our source as Brian Stowers. RRN has vetted Stowers’ education and employment history, and we

found no reason to believe he had a vendetta against Fauci or that he would engage in deception; his credentials seemed

unimpeachable. As a Level 2 lab technician, his primary duty at the NIH was spinning blood through a centrifuge and passing results

to his superiors. Nothing glamorous. Although he had no exposure to Covid-19 data, he had been exposed to Dr. Anthony Fauci’s

hubris and overbearing presence.

“At least once a week, Fauci made rounds through the departments. He liked to stick his nose in everyone’s business, belittle and

ridicule people for no good reason. Anyway, on February 15, 2021, about two months after the FDA gave emergency use authorization

to PZzer’s vaccine, Fauci strolls into our department and tells us that we ought to encourage our friends and family to get vaccinated

at the earliest possible date. But he tells us lab workers—there were about 9 in the lab at that moment—to delay getting vaccinated

until, as he put it, ‘we see what happens,’” Stowers said.
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Interesting, RichardNoakes. THE PROMOTER OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS HAS NOT BEEN VACCINATED !!!!  The link:

realrawnews.com/2021/09/dr-fauci-heck-no-i-havent-been-vaccinated/  Fauci, he does not poison himself with the fake

vaccine, but he does poison others. Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a troublesome character throughout his more than

50 years in public health, during which he operated as a tyrant in the workplace and ruined the careers of countless doctors and

researchers who, unlike him , they were honest and honorable people. Fauci has been with NIAID since 1984, and is known to

insiders as the guy who "poisoned a whole generation of Americans," according to Kennedy.

“Tony Fauci didn’t want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said,

alleging Fauci targeted a whistleblower who was trying to uncover the blood supply in the country was tainted with deadly

strains. Kennedy said Fauci ruined the physician’s career and covered up the crucial research. And that was just one of

Kennedy’s attacks against Fauci. There were more. Kennedy also targeted Bill Gates, Big Pharma, the media, and more in this

exclusive interview. Listen at top of page. truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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exclusive interview. Listen at top of page. truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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Interesting story, but unless the source wants to go public, it holds no water. You can’t make such a monumentally bold claim

such as this and then hide behind anonymity. This source needs to put on his big boy pants and identify the other witnesses to

Fauci’s claims so they can be interviewed to corroborate his story. Barring this, there is no value to the story except for

preaching to the choir.
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None of the "Usual Suspects" have taken the shot. They're Evil and Greedy - not stupid!
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There's a video online somewhere showing Darth Fauci rolling up his sleeve for a shot - maybe saline, who knows?
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RealRaw has been hacked. Someone else is posting articles there. None of them are true.
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Chinese intuence is creeping into our govt./media like MSG in Moo Goo Gai Pan...We feel sick but don't know why?  Wuhan or Ft.

De"trick"? ..The dictums of the owner's narrative always appear stupid at Zrst glance, but cmon, the same lame decision making is so

constantly wrong, the lies and denials so obvious as to insult the intelligence of an idiot. We have this core population of goodie-two

zombies who feel entitled to be peer police and obey "teacher."  These were the rats and tattlers we hated in school who then rose

through universities into positions in government so they could keep telling everyone on the playground what to do. They navigated

the system to become teachers and employers with real power over our personal lives; don't tirt, cut yer hair, submit to drug tests and

background checks...take yer shoes off at the airport...submission that offends any free man.  Still it is easier to avoid confrontation

and go along, yet we are stuck with an MSG headache at the hands of these warped weenie-kids we should have beat-up in school.

 Too late?
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Randall, history can relate his thought: "These were the rats and tattlers we hated in school who then rose through universities

into positions in government so they could keep telling everyone on the playground what to do. They navigated the system to

become teachers and employers with real power over our personal lives". Unfortunately, in the United States and in the world,

democide has only just begun, as this 'Covid' plot orchestrated by the ruling class and the Biden government continues in its

efforts to complete the genocide, to advance the agendas of sickness, eugenics and death. This is done simply to achieve total

control over the masses, the zombies who are now panicking and coming to receive the deadly weapon.

Illnesses and deaths continue to grow and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line

your pockets. This is not known to the zombies: New research has found that obtaining suocient levels of ambient ultraviolet

radiation at a person's place of residence in the weeks leading up to an infection with the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) has a

strong protective effect against a severe case of the virus e including death. . This study solidiZes the role of vitamin D in

protecting people against COVID-19. www.sciencedaily.com/.../210915095408.htm  (September 15, 2021)
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Gui, Sure, every logical science based health advantage has been dismissed by pharma racketeers and censored by a toad

media...We can only try to awaken the brain-trained.  How utterly ridiculous to consent to endless wars, chemical foods,

environmental destruction and extravagant ineffective "healthcare."  When will they ever learn and rise above their dependencies

and fearful insecure egos?  I spent my early life in confusion with a sense that the narrative was stiting my personal

sovereignty, and only later after Znding proofs of my suspicions did I become dead certain of the game. I imagine every kid

suffers the same confusion; some rise through it/others never do...So my sense of any infringement upon my personal freedom

has become heightened as logical predictions of the future seem more dark.  I try to maintain a state of unconditional love and

happiness, but remember so many kids that should have been awakened. Public school was concerned with the opposite.
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A LOT MORE headaches, listening to this Highwire innerview last night, it appears we are CONsistently being misled by the FEDS

- all the agencies, the white house and portions of Congress? Seems the CDC, FDA and HHS all jumped into bed with Bill Gates

and his minions. Listen to what her hospital management instructed this PA to do, to continue to apply pressure to the "vaccine

hesitant" when faced with large numbers of vaxxed injured? to "THE VAERS SCANDAL - Whistleblower Deborah Conrad PA-C

Interview w Del Bigtree 17th Sept; www.bitchute.com/.../lRmzNJiujzzx  - share this with your loved ones...pass it around.

Then there's this tidbit about Remdesivir, that failed Ebola drug from Dr Brian Ardis: "Dr. Ardis exposes Darth Fauci and

Remdesivir" - www.bitchute.com/.../gs903MvtsIB5  - and here he is again, telling us what's coming down the pike, straight outta

the CDC's mouth! "Dr. Ardis with a DIRE Warning! The CDC Knows Children will be Damaged by Flu Shots/Vaccines" -

www.bitchute.com/.../KCTOlKev5Rah
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The Deb Conrad video posted by rrealrose is devastating.  She is the most credible whistleblower I have ever seen.  She is able

to document the fraud that we know is occurring with documents, phone recordings, and personal experience.
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People have never, I mean never learned anything from history ~Hegel~
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Thanks for the links Real!
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Isn't this the largest thing stolen from us? - * “Human beings are born into a state of helplessness … And the reason for that, I believe,

is we are a social animal. The brain doubles in size in the Zrst year of life, occurring in a social environment. So, we have a social brain.

We are very tied to each other. That's the whole purpose of socialization, slow growth, that dependency over the years … Being social

allowed us as an extended family to survive & to be different than all other creatures. Our social relationships that make us unique.

They also give us our pleasure." *  - Together - together?

Doesn't this go  back thousands of years? The Zrst thing Conquering Usurpers do is destroy the social fabric in whatever way suits

them. Whether it's trade, we'll give it to them free until their children have lost all the traditional ways to thrive. It can Divide to  Rule

through war or passing on disease in blankets, what not. Then the oldest & strongest are taken out of the picture, some women &

children are left to be molded in whatever form the Conquering Empire wants. Then the former society is left with a form of  Alone -

Together. Do not let them talk or compare life experiences. Make them dependent on what ever scraps they are allowed to have so

they 'own very little or nothing, & they believe they are happy, (demoralized,) with their chains.

Increase the pressure as to extract all possibly left. To in the end take us where we are today, some of the most extreme invasive

measures to keep us Alone - Together. A Modern Day Tower of Babble, people left unable to socialize in healthy ways to  understand

one another to proceed with the Whole of Life able to Thrive. While time is still a tyrant for me, hopefully an act of deZance processing

another bushel of tomatoes can be accomplished today. Oh, & prep work on next years garden. A big thank you for the researchers,

Dr's, & healthcare workers resisting & trying to get the whole picture out!
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juststeve
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From today's third article; * "I fear that in Western society, humans have been placed into a little bit of a zoo," Saladino says.

"We've been given these hamster wheels to run on, which essentially are treadmills at gyms and we've been given this

processed, synthetic food, these rat pellets that are dropped into our cage every once in a while. It's no wonder that we're just

not happy. You know, I'm not a zoologist, but I have heard that when animals are placed in cages in the zoo, they become fat and

unhealthy and they develop chronic diseases that they don't get in the wild. I've always found that to be a fascinating parallel

with humans because I think we're exactly the same." *
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Well expressed Just, people's values are destroyed, servants are created subject to the power of the tyrant. All the sheep are led

to the enclosure where their identity is taken away, the social connection of struggle is lost to submit to the most cruel tortures,

the loss of freedom, with biological weapons, vaccines, conZnements, immunity passports, it is the way that the tyrant wants

for the herd to be sacriZced to increase the power of the globalist elites.

Tyranny is a self-destructive system and although the people have not consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant,

they have a moral responsibility to break the bond of submission established with the despot. Sometimes individuals often

associate and remain under the yoke of the tyrant for the supposed security that is provided to them, but that actually translates

into exploitation and although his freedom is restricted, the subject naturally has the desire for freedom. People must overcome

the hypnotism to which they are subjected, defeat the menticide and genocide that the globalist elites want to achieve by

repressing all the rights and freedoms of individuals.

We need the heterodoxy of the great scientists who defend true science. Scientists who question the dominant paradigms that

are built by elites based on a domain that only seek their beneZt. It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families who run

Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world's Znancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and

companies and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" has constituted the

ideal scenario to deliver the Znal coup de grace to the world economy. As illnesses and deaths continue to grow and life

expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving people will

continue to Zght in the trenches defending freedom.
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Republican Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) has issued a statement calling on patriotic Americans to rise up against the tyrannical

government of Joe Biden to "resist" the "Great Reboot" through massive civil disobedience. In an op-ed for Fox News, Paul

slammed Democrat leaders Biden and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi as "tyrants.""They can’t arrest us all," Paul declared as he

urged patriots to "resist" the Democrats' attempts to "destroy America." "We will not show you a passport, we will not wear a

mask, we will not be forced into random screening and testing so you can continue your drunk with power rein over the Capitol.

neonnettle.com/news/16215-rand-paul-resist-the-great-reset-they-can-t-..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The crux of the intention for sure juststeve! Just look at what its doing to the children's social and emotional development more

so and how the average parent cannot see this is the most astonishing aspect of it all...to me
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Randyfast
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Brodie; lately, I've seen parents walking without the muzzle; yet, they are forcing their 2-3 year old child to wear it! This is CHILD

ABUSE!
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Steve, here's a big missing piece of the story! Seems we have been misled, some for our entire lives! I may as well post this

every day, to get people's attention? We were never taught, even US law schools were never teaching properly about the basis of

the US Constitution or Bill of Rights. It takes only a little brainpower to follow this presentation, yet this Florida prosecutor and

constitutional attorney outlines the actual basis of both documents, its a big eye opener!! "NONCOMPLIANT - A movie about the

US Constitution & the Power of the People" www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv  

Had no idea how much power is actually in the hands of people, not govt...I have not yet Znished watching, you only need to

watch the Zrst half of this movie to understand how were have been misinformed for years, for our entire lives! And this movie

explains the link that Gui posted above, with (24) states Attorney Generals Zling a lawsuit against the Govt against this unlawful

mandate. The balance is states rights are way above the rights of the Federal Govt., always subservient to the states. Here's a

second link about the State of Oregon on the move!!: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/oregon-senators-grand-jury-petitio..
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Add'l, she eventually covers the pointlessness of States suing the Federal Govt. for overreach of their power, in a Federal Court,

with prosecutors who are placed there by "the Federal Govt." - where's the sense in this? One of her strongest points, among so

many topics about now and for our prosperity!
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realrose, I've posted the link to the stand for health Oregon grand jury petition for the past 2 days. No one even mentioned it on

here till now. You've posted much more than I have so maybe it will get some attention now.  I certainly hope so.
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Hello all Mercolean, all commenters,  thank you for sharing this vid, www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU   on this channel alone

www.bitchute.com/.../TheCrowhouse  , it has reached almost 600,000 views.And  I have seen this on more channels all over the

internet. Maybe it is waking more people up, which, is what is needed.  Thank you all who shared. God bless.
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Yes, Leahoz, "The most terrifying force of death, comes from the hands of Men who wanted to stay alone ……" They are the

predators who want everything for themselves, regardless of the suffering and death they cause. The greed and ambition of the

globalist elites and multinational pharmaceutical companies that have programmed this pandemic of biological weapons with

the approval of government corporations and the health system only think about the beneZts they hope to obtain, but the truth

can triumph like many other Corrupt actions have come to light. Now it will be more diocult, because the corruption network

has a lot of media support.

The vaccine holocaust is beginning to cause large numbers of victims around the world. In all the places where vaccination

rates are highest, "cases" of covid, hospitalizations and deaths soon follow. It is very obvious that the vaccine is the pandemic,

and the spike protein inserted into vaccines is what is causing the injuries and deaths. With 3.4 billion people already

vaccinated worldwide, the obvious question is: "How many will die from the long-term effects of depopulation vaccines?"

www.brighteon.com/d03ee3ec-7681-442d-8bee-353fece0045f  (17 Sept 2021)
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Thank you Leahoz for these important links.  It's puzzling why some people have never fallen under the spell of the "agenda",

while others (usually obsessive TV news watchers) have completely knelt down before the great god Jibba-Jabba.   Reading Dr

Mercola's daily articles,  and following Robert F Kennedy Jr  has been like having an everlasting  inoculation against Globalist

BS.  Here, RFK Jr (who has a book out in October) explains in two minutes about the maniacal globalist predators who want to

gain wealth and power from destroying our health and freedom:  twitter.com/.../1427715991656706048
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Realize the tremendous power that each of us possesses and exercise your rights.  Resist and do not back down. Do not comply.  See

the bigger picture and understand the need for each of us to strive to obtain a parcel of land under our feet and be good stewards

taking care of our share of the planet. Resistance and autonomy requires more people returning to the land, becoming self-reliant and

relearning lost skills.  It will require hard physical labor and study.  Dependency and a life of ease is a trap.  People need to be

strong--physically, mentally, spiritually.  If you take care of the land, the land will take care of you.
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Good advice, Almond, in Spain with the problems generated by the measures imposed on the Covid, actions are emerging for

interested people to form associations and develop ways of life related to Permaculture. One of them is the NordEste Bioregion

of Iberian Permaculture, which offers a virtual connection space to design beneZcial connections. SpeciZc rounds are also

carried out in virtual rooms for smaller groups, in order to be able to speak and be heard by all the people, with facilitators.

The speciZc rounds are about Resilience (what do I already have and want to keep?). Resignation (what will I have to give up?).

Restoration (what would be nice to restore it, a tradition that has been lost?). Reconciliation (with whom or what will I have to do

the actions?). Vision (what do I want to learn for the new world that I envision and what is that world like?). Action (what are my

personal as well as collective next steps to reach that vision?) Now that society is experiencing in the Zrst person the need for

personal resilience as well as a community and in material as well as emotional areas, these actions of permacultural designs

are more necessary than ever.
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We need intentional communities and extended households that can be self suocient. The bulk of people are just so dumb they

are beyond all hope. Let them kill themselves with the death jabs as we stay away. Most are so cowardly and insane they may

start attacking the unvaxxed once the ADE starts killing them. Avoid them. Funny how months of isolation and what Breggin

calls psychological torture has had no impact on the Covid cult. Like they never were real humans. They sure don't have any

human emotions or needs. I despise the creatures. No warm blood in any. As heartless as they are brainless.
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Memorize the bill of rights and quote it where necessary. I have seen oocials respect people who know and quote the law. And I

have seen it produce results.  I believe deeply, it is because we do not invoke it, that oocials feel emboldened and run over us

roughshod.

To abuse the people while we pay for it, with our tax dollars, is a clear no-go. This is something else to invoke. People respond

to the word, pay.

I posted on Darzoum's thread, and will cross post here, that as a strategy (we must be strategic in our actions) we should email

highly credible articles and bitchutes to doctors (not your own doctor), lawyers, grassroots, underground journalists, educators,

school PTAs (not in or anywhere near your own school, create no enemies), and anybody else in a position of credibility and

outreach.  Voila! We beat the media blackout.

EDIT: It will help to quote politicians and attorneys general who oppose this craze. Please see my thread in which I linked 19

governors, senators, and an attorney general whose speeches are preserved on Zlm. Their legal and factual talking points are

helpful and give us backbone with a brainwashed society.
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As we suspected, the vaxine is spreading disease.

patriotalerts.com/2021/09/more-vaccines-more-covid-why-are-case-rates-..

For your own well-being, avoid these sick vaxed people and optimize your serum vitamin D, etc.  It is a good idea anyway when

entering fall seasonal changes and back-to-school-crud.
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If you look at the “pandemic” from a perspective of health and “saving lives” what you see is a mountain of contradictions. If you look

at it through the lens of power, money and control everything makes perfect sense. There is no such thing as “Covid 19″- it is all lies-

all of it. Anyone out there who thinks medicine, science, public health, politics, human rights, wealth, power and corporate control over

all facets of our lives are NOT now insidiously intertwined, is not seeing reality. At this point not one single thing that governments

have been mandating has anything to do with individual or public health – masks, lockdowns, vaccines, isolation, passports etc.- none

of it.

The lockdowns are intended to be long, destructive and depressing. They want us to be afraid of more lockdowns so that they can say:

“To avoid further lockdowns you need to accept Vaccine Passports.” It’s blackmail on a global scale. Anyone defending COVID-19

“vaccines” has based their entire argument on trusting psychopaths. Vaccines are the gateway to vaccine passports. Vaccine

Passports are the Trojan horse for SDG Digital Identity. The vaccine passport is the means, the ends are the complete control of your

labor and life. The vaccine passport is the gateway to a social credit system.

They have been planning for 30 years about how to bypass people’s resistance to their capital being controlled by a

government-oligarchy partnership and people are falling straight into the trap. The “vaccine passport” is the conduit – a vehicle for

transforming the monetary system to a digital one and linking that to a “social credit system.” The “social credit system” is the method

with which to control behaviors and manage human capital. Covid is not an epidemiological story. Covid is a crime story.
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Hi All!  This article is great for calling out the evil intent behind this covid mind and power grab-manipulation, that most people are

blind to.  Like the hypnotists’ watch, the pendulum of fearfulness and relinquishing personal powers is swinging, and needs to be

halted.  It is time for the people to start waking people up from their hypnotic trances, so that they can be of service to self and others.

.  No surprise, People like everyone on this forum are part of the 20% that can’t be hypnotized.

“Researchers who specialize in hypnosis estimate that about 10 to 15 percent of adults are highly hypnotizable, 20 percent are

completely resistant to hypnosis, and the rest of the population falls somewhere in the middle.”  (Mar. 30, 2006) and as such need to

help the others.   I rely on Divine inspiration, to leave ‘the Zeld of fear’, but believe there are many ways we can all get to the Zeld or

pasture where the light of Truth and love sustains all life.  “Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing there is a Zeld. I'll meet you

there. When the soul lies down in that grass the world is too full to talk about.” -Rumi maxtrance.com/how-to-break-hypnosis  ~

hypnosistrainingacademy.com/hypnosis-who-is-susceptible
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A great message, dear Luvvvy, to strengthen the mind and defeat the menticide to which humanity is being subjected: I rely on

Divine inspiration, to leave 'the Zeld of fear', but believe there are many ways we can all get to the Zeld or pasture where the light

of Truth and love sustains all life. “Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing there is a Zeld. I'll meet you there. When the

soul lies down in that grass the world is too full to talk about. "

Covid seems to develop a contagious social fear. Perhaps the memory of the illnesses and deaths of loved ones due to

illnesses can socialize fear. Densky also promotes the use of hypnosis to eliminate fears. He says that hypnosis directly targets

stress and anxiety and can help eliminate phobias. Hypnosis targets the fear, stress, and anxiety that fear causes and

reprograms the subconscious mind to get rid of the negative association. One of the many positive aspects of hypnosis is that

it has no side effects compared to medications. ezinearticles.com/?Can-Hypnotherapy-Help-Get-Rid-of-My-Fears?&id=9..  

In any case, we must be afraid of biological weapons called vaccines. A survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation found that 53

percent of Americans who have not yet been vaccinated against COVID-19 believe that vaccines pose greater risks to their

health than contracting the disease. It is an opinion that is especially strong among those who say they are not receiving the

vaccine; three-quarters of those who answered that they will deZnitely not be pricked are convinced that the vaccine is more

dangerous than the virus itself. 7% of vaccinated Americans also think the vaccine poses a greater danger than the virus. In

addition, 34% of those who say they are waiting and watching before receiving the vaccine also share this belief.

www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9865469/More-HALF-unvaccinated-Amer..
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Hi Gui, thank you for thoughtful reply.  I don’t trust anyone to hypnotize me, as in  “induce a state of consciousness in which a

person apparently loses the power of voluntary action and is highly responsive to suggestion or direction. “.   This spells trouble

to me, so I will not comply.  

Interestingly, In the link above the author discusses how to break out of “covert” hypnosis, much more diocult to detect let

alone break out of, as compared to overt hypnosis.  He advises that we should question if things makes sense  - which is

exactly what Mr Globalist Hypnotist does not want you to do —  No questioning allowed!  

“One trick is that you can periodically ask yourself whether things seem right. Especially when odd or unusual things happen.

When you develop the habit of questioning yourself like this, it can become possible to undo even the most covert hypnosis.

 What I like to do is just ask a couple of simple questions.   A) First, for everything that I am about to do, I ask whether it seems

reasonable. Is there a sensible reason that I’m doing it? Even if that reason is nothing more than it’s fun to wade through the

waves letting the water rush over my toes.  Notice that it doesn’t have to be even remotely productive. A lot of the things we do

are for our entertainment, and that’s Zne. What we’re looking for are things that seem overly out of the ordinary for us. ..  B) You

can also look at this from the other direction: Will this cause any harm to anyone, and if so, how much?”
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I met a friend yesterday who had both experimental shots seven months ago.  She mentioned she tested positive for the virus a few

weeks ago and had mild symptoms only due to the 'shots' protection.  She has faith that the 'boosters' will provide tremendous

protection.  She alluded to the 'unvaccinated' as being the majority of those with severe illness.   I said I understood natural immunity

to be superior and more robust than artiZcial.  She said I was wrong, that is not what the science says.  

She has mentioned a few times that 'you are a rational person' so why am I putting myself in danger.  I said the science she refers to is

Zlled with people who have conticts of interest and are biased.  She said let us not discuss this further, and what I was saying was

based on conspiracy theories.   I said okay.  This type of scenario is occurring often with friends and family.   They think I am suffering

from a delusion, and I think they are.  Stalemate!   If the New York Times did a truthful story on the superiority of natural immunity and

the dangers of the 'shots' my friend would believe it, not coming from me though.
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I made a friend of mine so angry she hung up on me on two occasions. What controversial, politicized thing did I say? Just:

Have you ever considered that not everything they say on TV is real? "I follow the Science." Translation: "I follow the TV."
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Exactly, sio6474. I'm running into the same thing. My friend also thought I was crazy to not get the shot because I'm normally a

rational person. She Znally said, "I think we'll have to treat this like religion and not talk about it." And I was silently thinking that

yeah, this has become a religion to so many people. She accused me of watching the 'wrong' news shows (like Fox). I don't

watch news shows. I have spent hundreds of hours reading and listening to DOCTORS about Covid and the shot.
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Yeah, the "Science" says so...science can be, and often is, faked! Conspiracy theories? That woman has not done her research.

The ones who point Zngers and feel very righteous, are *always* the ones who have not researched further! Show the actual

CDC, VAERS, FDA, WHO links and they will still say the same thing! Denial is as thick as a brick wall. We can't wake those people

up, don't even try. Move on to greener pastures.

I think rather than talking to friends/family, to write to grassroots, lawyers, doctors (preferably retired), underground journalists

and others in a position of outreach and credibility, is key.
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This is exactly the problem I’m having. All my family even my husband are totally sold on the vaccine, I tried talking them out of

it but they did it anyway. My husband said he wanted to get it but I convinced him not to get the mRNA shots by willing to give in

to the J&J so I had to get it too. I don’t plan to get any boosters but don’t dare talk about it with anyone in my family because I

know the reaction I’ll get, although  I email my daughters articles on why not to have their kids vaccinated  I never get any

response so I treat it like religion and just don’t talk about it, they will do what they want. If they start pushing boosters for J&J I

may lose the Zght with my husband  but will still try to get him to wait it out at least for awhile and hope something breaks to

convince him before that happens but I don’t plan to give in for myself. If I had a doctor willing to treat early symptoms I would

feel much safer but since I don’t know how to Znd anyone all I am doing is taking what supplements I’ve read are suggested,

this is not practicing medicine I really don’t know what to call it!
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This situ you mention is what Dr. McCullough refers to as "the vaccine trance". The Trance manifests in MSM as the "Trusted

News Initiative", founded by the BBC in the UK. We here in USA must appeal to the governors challenging Bidens mandate, or

elect governors who are willing to join the challenge. Virginia for example elects a new governor this November.
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The world is run by psychopaths whose standard tactic is "hurt and rescue". Leftists sell their ideological fecal matter via deception,

fraud and coercion. They are beholden to Satan, the father of lies and ultimate psychopath, who in turn rely on braindead, credulous

sheep to do their bidding. We can see Biblical prophecy unfolding now before our very eyes. The NWO publicly displays their "10 world

regions" map, prophesied in Daniel 7:24 and Revelation 17:12. We will not be able to buy or sell unless we submit to the injection of

their bioweapon, prophesied in Revelation 13:16-17. “He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.”
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Yes EB, psychopaths who move humanity to destruction, they are unscrupulous, ruthless, lack of remorse or empathy for others,

they are full of ambition, lust for power. They tend to commit premeditated crimes with calculated risks and manipulate

institutions and governments while keeping safe at a distance. Everything will be done so as not to lose power. Most politicians

are simple puppets of a deep state clandestine government of a state, commanded by power groups, big Znance capital, large

corporations, where of course we have the pharmaceutical maZa and other covert power groups, who act in a collusive manner,

in order to pursue a common agenda and its own objectives independently and in parallel with the legitimate and / or

democratically elected government, but always committing acts of corruption.

Tyranny is a self-destructive system and although the people have not consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant,

they have a moral responsibility to break the bond of submission established with the despot. Sometimes individuals often

associate and remain under the yoke of the tyrant for the supposed security that is provided to them, but that actually translates

into exploitation and although his freedom is restricted, the subject naturally has the desire for freedom. People must overcome

the hypnotism to which they are subjected, defeat the menticide and genocide that the globalist elites want to achieve by

repressing all the rights and freedoms of individuals. Fascism must not be tolerated. "In righteousness you'll be established; you

will be far from tyranny, for you won't be afraid, and from terror, for it won't come near you.- Isaiah 54:14
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Consider: Wear your masks! Arrest the globe, the well and sick all alike!...... You are free! Everybody come out of their hell hole,

your worries are over! Don't wear your masks! .....Put your masks back on! Everybody hunker down! .....Vaccinate, come hell or

high water! Get sick, die, but vaccinate! If you ask Any questions, you are dubbed and shamed!
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high water! Get sick, die, but vaccinate! If you ask Any questions, you are dubbed and shamed!

The commands change as randomly and seemingly playfully *(puke!)* as a cat-and-mouse-toy game. Can the sadism be any

more apparent?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, there aren't enough incurable diseases to keep Big Pharma proZts rising. What to do? Create a new disease - easily cured

by the way - and block all cure claims to facilitate a never ending "demand for vaccines. We know how to cure COVID, and there are no

vaccines involved. But the word cure is forbidden. Modern medicine, by design, has no theory of cure. Cures are not important. To your

health, Tracy
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Tracy, researchers led by multinational pharmaceutical companies have been searching for a "cure" for cancer since the late

1960s and for other diseases since at least the 1970s. They said "cures" were just around the corner; it was only a matter of a

few dollars more; then they would have the "medicines" available. After 30 or 40 years later, no "cures" yet. We have been

running this race for decades, funding it with literally billions of dollars. If all the money had been dedicated to educating people

in healthy eating, healthy lifestyles, the use of therapies and natural alternatives, in a preventive medicine the cases of cancer

would be reduced. Now we have cancer even in children.

As reported by Dr. Mercola, cancer is a disease created from the way of life, it is a product that has a basis in intammation, in a

metabolic alteration, resistance to insulin, a diseased intestine and an altered immunity. Cancer it is not a disease. Cancer is

just a name for a pattern of symptoms that appear as a natural result of certain metabolic diseases. functions caused by

lifestyle decisions, as well as many diseases that the pharmaceutical industry, the chemical industry and “health” entities have

promoted with unhealthy lifestyles, antibiotics, vaccines and industrial pollution
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My hunch is that the creation of chimera-viruses  -- which is what C19 is -- was a gradual development, facilitated by the hubris

of what goes on in the institutions and governments that create the bio-hazard labs...the icing on the cake is the seduction and

glamour of "high-technology"...to be constantly "on the cutting edge" paying no mind to who's on the "bleeding edge". In this

case, its the victims of the vax, mere "collateral damage"... For example, I have disabled all the updates that come thru my

android phone...i don't want them, I don't like the interface changing constantly...all geared towards more and more INVASIVE

manipulations of my appetites and tendencies.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Guillermo: "researchers led by multinational pharmaceutical companies" have no deZnition of "cancer cured" and no test for

"cured of cancer". This is convenient because it supports the "search" for a patentable drug to "treat" cancers while making no

attempt to cure and while dismissing any cure claims from outside the system. COVID is no different. COVID cured is not

deZned. There is no test for COVID cured. All COVID cured claims and all COVID cure claimantd - both patients and doctors - are

ignored, dismissed, denied, or worse. The only differences are in the numbers. We have no idea how many cancer patyare

cured. Nobody cares to study them. On the other hand, over 200 million COVID patients have been cured. Nobody cares to study

them. We don't study any theories nor any practices of cure. We have none. To your health, tracy
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, they have turned this brainwashing that vaccns are the only answer, something that started to seep into the collective mind

of mothers, several years after the 1986 act was signed, into the great culling of humanity. This goes way past your premise into

some other realm of consiousness (or unconsciousness).
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Versatile, BigPharma ran out of antibiotic proZts because of  bug resistance. So now the push is for vaccines. The big "Duh" of it

here is that the vaccines will also create bug mutations PLUS tweak immunity. Double side effects ! not too smart. And the

vaccines aren't even working. This was known from the start. Swedish WHO advisor Johann Giesecke said it was *known* that

vaccines for Any coronavirus strain, don't work.

Herbs and supplements work in ways that do not create bug resistance. An inconvenient truth. Before, it was evidently a war on

natural medicine when FDA/BigPharma forbade claims about natural health supplements/herbs. Now it is evident that Anything

Competing With the Current Big Money Maker is forbidden grounds. Now we get the mainstream drugs Ivermectin, HCQ dissed

alongside vitamin C why? Because they want to sell vaccines. Just let people die, it only contributes to the fear which drives

even more vaccine sales! Some people belong permanently locked up.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I joined an oocial 'control' group.  At least I will have my own card..I can't believe that's where we're at...
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cut with conservative distractions. It’s the Jesuits and their military branch the Jesuit Order along the masons and their network of sell

out minions. The Catholic Church with Vatican wealth the evil Jesuits have been wreaking havoc for centuries they operate in 112

counties including China. Jesuits have been in Washington DC longer then the federal government. The other corporate headquarter is

the City of London. Do your own homework and research. Trump, Biden, Fauci, Cuomo, Newsom, Gates all pledge allegiance to the

Jesuits aka the Society of Jesus. Sick Kabbalah following psychopaths. When have we truly been free? This deception just

accelerated our demise. Technology being used against us. 70+ vaccines on the schedule for babies to 18 prior to Covid and more

shots being added with Covid19 BS. PZzer is a criminal corporation.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Conservative" and "liberal" labels mean nothing anymore. So-called liberals applaud illiberal mandates. And so-called

conservatives are conserving NOTHING.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesuits are not conservatives, and have never been.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What have the Jesuits to with the current crisis surrounding Covid? Nothing. Let's all blame the current dire situation on our own

lifelong personal prejudices, right? The Jesuits were, before Vatican Council II -1962-1965- , a great force for centuries in

spreading the Gospel of Jesuit Christ. The church that emerged from Vatican Council II is an apostate church which has made

peace with a leftist and corrupt world. I never read a more foolish statement than yours that these individuals you mention

"pledge allegiance" to the Jesuits. I know a little something about Jesuits as my late brother was one.
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Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know how to Znd a doctor willing to give early treatment that most doctors and clinics aren’t allowed to do? I assume you

can’t just google it because those doctors may not want to advertise they treat people but in an area like the Twin Cities there must be

some but how do I Znd them?

Tdmart
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cbiers
Joined On 3/14/2011 9:35:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can do a search “ functional medicine near twin cities” Looks like there’s a few places. Also you can Znd an acupuncturist or

chiropractor who is likely to know someone who is practicing functional medicine.
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Becca2021
Joined On 9/13/2021 2:58:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FLCCC website has lists of doctors who will prescribe meds that work and pharmacies that will Zll the prescriptions. They also

have protocols for self treating early after being diagnosed, hospital treatment for advanced cases (if you can get them to do

so), long covid and if you got the shots.   They have a comprehensive Q&A on Ivermectin as well.  If I were you,  I'd download the

protocols and print them out in case the website disappears one day.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America's frontline doctors. americasfrontlinedoctors.org .
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kcrail
Joined On 7/26/2021 2:41:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great show.  Another angle to this Global Reset is the Transgender/Transhumanist agenda.  Please contact Jennifer Bilek and Abigail

Shrier for the receipts on the backers of the strategic plan drafted by Denton's law Zrm in 2012 for Rothblatt, Pritzker, Soros, et al.

 Quietly spreading money around to capture institutions, schools, government and media to make "Trans" look like a civil rights

movement, and attach to the *** and Gay movement to legitimize the cause.  Now K-12 schools in the US and Canada are teaching

kids they can be "born in the wrong body" and encouraging them to seek out puberty blockers and mutilating surgeries as young as 8

years old.  No informed consent.  Parents prefer a trans kid now to a gay kid.  And Abigail Shrier's book exposed the ROGD of teen girls

desperate to escape the everyday misogyny in a world awash in rape and sexual objectiZcation of women.  Please let us join together,

as the deplatforming and silencing has been happening around this issue for far longer than COVID.  Thank you.
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jskwara
Joined On 5/18/2021 8:00:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so upset. I’ve been Zghting successfully most of my life. Why am I upset? We are Zghting for our lives and for our freedom.  There

are no Marquis of Queensbury rules.I keep hearing angry people talking about pushing back within the rules the evil people have

provided.   We need to Zght now and we need to Zght dirty.  We need to recognize where we can win and where our Zghting efforts

need to be. If someone wants a shot let them get a shot. This is an epidemic of the uninformed. At this stage especially with the FDA

info if they don’t want to learn then you can’t waste your time Zghting that.

Your Zght has to be with Anyone pushing or supporting mandatory vaccines. Your Zght has to be with lying local media as you won’t

get the truth from corporate media. Your Zght can no longer be about masks but has to be with corporate executives in every company

and industry that don’t publicly Zght back against vaccine mandates. The government told us to do it is the plausible deniability used

in Nazi Germany. Take that get out of jail card away from them.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#NO MORE LIES. NO MORE TV. Why do you think many Americans are now armed?  IMO there is going to be a bloodbath when

the globalists make their move to put people into FEMA camps.  The silent majority are those they need to fear.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to storm the FEMA camps before they come for us. Like Bastille Day before prisoners are taken. We must be proactive.

The sociopaths pulling this off won't expect that from us "ignorant bumpkins."
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lightworkeight
Joined On 5/8/2021 5:27:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLE SUBSTRATES IMPACTED BY WIRELESS FREQUENCIES USED TO CONTROL THOUGHTS, EMOTIONS, AND

ACTIONS. This author misses the mark by a substantial margin. Without knowing the following all will be a mystery. All of the vaccines

are heavily graphene oxide (GO), more speciZcally mRNA  or adenovirus based elements along with nano stainless aggregates in GO,

plus aborted foetal cells, and are magneto-toxic, cyto-toxic, and geno-toxic. Following vaccination the graphene oxide causes

coagulation of the blood. In the PZzer Young also found a 50 micron Trypanosoma parasite which is one of the causes of AIDS, along

with bismuth, titanium, vanadium, iron, copper, aluminium, and silicon.

The Rockefeller Foundation patented technology called RadioGenetics, showing how to outZt a brain for radio control. It uses genes

from human and other sources combined with an engineered virus to instal a door into the targeted neuron’s outer membrane, then it

jostles the door open using ferritin particles that respond to radio signals tuned to around 465 KHz. Once the door is open calcium

ions tow changing the way the neurons perform. This allowed them to control the emotions, consciousness and actions of the mouse

remotely or even kill the mouse if desired.

This Rockefeller patent is US10786570B2 Zled 30-07-208 and granted 29-09-2020 with Jeffrey Friedman & Sarah Stanley as authors is

titled “Nanoparticle compositions and methods to modulate cell activity”. They claim the technology, using radio

waves/electromagnetic frequencies, is capable of controlling your consciousness, emotions, mind, thoughts, and health.

beforeitsnews.com/new-world-order/2021/09/%f0%9f%9a-alarming-vaccine-h..    Those who are left...will be mind controlled using

GO and wireless frequencies.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

When all this broke I had recalled what I learned in psychology about the Jose Delgado experiments where he was able to

completely control a bull, primates, and people using implanted electrodes.  He predicted one day it would be used to control

people. When I learned about the heavy metals they were spraying us with I surmised the military/ Rockefeller bunch were trying

to build antennas within humans as these nanoparticles settle in the body and brain.  When I learned graphene oxide was found

in the vaccines I looked it up and sure enough graphene oxide is used as an antenna. I believe that they will use the 5G

technology to control people as Jose Delgado did.  

I think as a free people we need to Znd a way to rid ourselves of these heavy metals and also Znd a way to block the 5G signals.

I have not found a credible way as yet.  I suspect we all have some degree of this lodged in our brains. Some have made money

selling useless junk that doesn't work.  I was hoping that someone has the knowledge to Znd a way to block these signals.  I

watched a video where citizens in another country actually knocked down one of these towers so many people know there is

something dangerous on the horizon that will threaten life and limb. Dr. Mercola perhaps you can write about ridding ourselves

of heavy metals. I know ALA allegedly works.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi lightworkeight, I think it was Judy Mikovits (again) who thought, if present,  GO starts to dissipate (be expelled) around 3

months, and would require booster shots (surprise!) She did recommend lots of NAC (funny how that swiftly became

unavailable from US Amazon - try UK - still on sale) and TMG, plus the usual supplemental precautions.
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unavailable from US Amazon - try UK - still on sale) and TMG, plus the usual supplemental precautions.
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Oh for goodness sake, NAC is available everywhere but on Amazon!
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sai73491, one thing that can help rid the body of heavy metals is chlorella.
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The untimely demise of the Presidents oh Tanzania, Burundi, and Haiti indicates that something more sinister is going on that those

front men and fake agencies. The three had one thing in common: they didn’t fall for the scam.
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Which is why the Haitians have such a low vaccination rate - less than 1%.  Thousands of Haitian migrants have massed along

our southern border. Maybe we should let them into this country because we're going to need people who are healthy.
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People will believe what they want to believe.   As someone pointed out even the box says mask will not protect against the virus yet

people still are convinced mask will protect them.  Can't imagine what will would happen when you say they have a vaccine even

though it's now been revealed it's not a vaccine at all but experimental gene therapy yet they still line up for the shot believing it will

make them invincible yet even that has been debunked by phenomena. So it's something else why we fell for it.  Maybe they are

looking for human gods having discarded the REAL one out of their lives.
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Biden's proposed scheme is really a testing mandate, not a vaccine mandate. It has been oocially acknowledged that both apparently

healthy vaccinated and unvaccinated people are capable of spreading the virus. Yet only the unpopular minority, the UNvaccinated, are

compelled to be tested for the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This is surely selective enforcement and not equal protection under the law. People

in either group can become infected and ill from the virus, and so BOTH groups need to be tested without prejudice. Compelling only

an unpopular minority to submit to repeated unwanted medical testing cannot be Constitutionally supported. The hospitals, and many

other businesses, are following the political science instead of the biological science. May they reap what they sow. As for our leaders,

they need to be reminded of the Proverb (18:21) "Death and life are in the power of the tongue." Sticks and stones may break your

bones, but the wrong words can kill millions.
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Fauci has over 350,000 AIDS deaths on his hands from AZT, this is not his Zrst go-round with killing massive numbers of

Americans, appears this time, American deaths for no good reason, with the help of Remdisivir and vents, will be heading to the

millions. The power is in the hands of individual states. Will the AG's push back? Will it be a consistent effort?
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(correccion de la publicacion anterior)

TO DISTRIBUTE TO ALL those who do not want to be “vaccinated”.

All vaccinations will no longer be justiZed as of 10/20/2021: information veriZed.

The European Union has approved

(ec.europa.eu/.../ip_21_3299 ) 5 therapies that will be available in all hospitals in the Member States to treat Covid.

These therapies are approved by decree of the European Council (European Parliament) and will be operational from 1/10, so they will

be distributed little by little around 20/10.

The vaccines were approved on a "provisional experimental basis", however, since by decree, there will be an obligation to prescribe

these 5 new drugs, the use of the vaccine will be terminated.

Thus, we understand why all the states said "between September it is necessary that ...".

They already knew everything.

You have to be pacient.

Do not accept any blackmail.

Be patient.

Now that ivermectin is re-licensed, a vaccine is not necessary.

Excellent news.

The Institut Pasteur recognizes the eocacy of ivermectin.

In some people, a single intake could eradicate all of the SARS covid-19 genetic material.

Read well and share.
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Good news:

Ivermectin is now scientiZcally recognized as an effective drug, in the prophylaxis and for the treatment of Covid-19 by

researchers at the Institut Pasteur in France.

The results of their studies were published in the journal EMBO Molecular Medicine on July 12, 2021, so it is recent.

An analysis of the results of other research published in the American Journal of Therapeutics strongly calls, with supporting

evidence, to bypass the health agency guidelines and include ivermectin as a standard of treatment.

The Macron government knew ...

Be okay and feel free to encourage people who wish not to get vaccinated

www.lettre-docteur-rueff.fr/dr-rueff-biographie

https: //www.lettre-docteur-rueff

.....................................................................................................

ACLARACIÓN: esta información fue recibida por mail a mi casilla de correo. No me fue proporcionada otra información. Es

todo.

Los links están activos y son válidos con esta corrección.
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NEW CLARIFICATION:

It must be added to each link "http: //" for the activation to work because when writing the comment, the system in Mercola has

not copied it !.

Press release29 June 2021Brussels

COVID-19 Therapeutics Strategy: Commission identiZes Zve promising candidate therapeutics

(ec.europa.eu/.../ip_21_3299  

The EU Strategy on COVID-19 Therapeutics delivers today its Zrst outcome, with the announcement of the Zrst portfolio of Zve

therapeutics that could soon be available to treat patients across the EU. Four of these therapeutics are monoclonal antibodies

under rolling review by the European Medicines Agency. Another one is an immunosuppressant, which has a marketing

authorisation that could be extended to include the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

Commissioner for Health and Food Safety, Stella Kyriakides, said: “Today we are taking the Zrst step towards a broad portfolio

of therapeutics to treat COVID-19. Whilst vaccination is progressing at increasing speed, the virus will not disappear and

patients will need safe and effective treatments to reduce the burden of COVID-19. Our goal is clear, we aim to identify more

front-runner candidates under development and authorise at least three new therapeutics by the end of the year. This is the

European Health Union in action.”

///
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anmeal.... guess we'll be bombing France !
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TO ALL YOU BIBLE THUMPERS OUT THERE, STAY WITH WHAT'S REAL & KEEP THAT MUMBO-JUMBO TO YOURSELF.

SAME GOES FOR EVERYONE'S POLITICAL VIEWS.

BOTH PARTIES ARE PIECES OF THE SAME TURD.

IF IT'S NOT ABOUT HEALTH & THIS COVID MESS & WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

MOVE ON.
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==> He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and

slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that

no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of

the beast or the number of his name.  (Rev 13:16,17)

Some translations say forced - KJV says caused.  Useing the word forced, but that does not mean you will be held down and forced

that way.  

People are going to be more and more squeezed. Right now in Slovenia, in Eastern Europe, you cannot buy gasoline without proof of

vaccination; in China, the Chinese are banned from many public places like schools and hospitals without proof of vaccination. Many

jobs here in the United States, in particular health care workers, have mandated vaccines. In Australia, the opening of Covid quarantine

facilities has been openly discussed. In Canada, there is a brutal police state going in.

Since we learn in other scriptures that a great innumerable multitude will overcome the beast and his mark by being slain (Rev. 7:9-14),

then apparently, there must be free will to resist and refuse the mark. Those overcomers did not "receive" the mark (Rev. 14:9; 14:11).

Hence, though they were "forced", they were still able to refuse "receiving" it; they were free to choose captivity and death (Rev. 13:10)

over taking the mark:

They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love their lives so much as to shrink from

death (Rev 12:11).

Again, they were not physically overpowered, though "forced" (severely pressured, squeezed, and with their back against the wall, etc.),

they did overcome in their personal "test," uniquely given to all Christians of the last generation.

Certainly, not as authoritative as God's word is ID2020 itself. It states:

Especially since nonparticipants in this system would be unable to buy or sell goods or services.

[www.windowscentral.com/microsoft-universal-digital-identiZcation-and-.. ]

The term nonparti
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"Global Predators" well said Dr Mercola! Thank you for that.

I can foresee a slide into world wide BigPharma Dictatorship. That said, I also see a wakeup movement happening which may prevent

it. When politicians lead in large numbers, the public may catch on. See below, and this is not a complete list. There is hope!

Advocates Stand for Health Freedom: Two Oregon Senators Zle for a grand jury investigation into CDC's deliberate ballooning of

COVID19 death statistics standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..

Forbes: Republicans USA wide Lambast Biden for his Unconstitutional Mandates “He has no power to do that” at the end, Minnesota

State Senator Scott Jensen, MD and clergy,

delivers a powerful and very moving speech  www.youtube.com/watch

Arizona Attorney General blasts Biden vaccine mandates, Zles lawsuit, excellent legal talking points www.youtube.com/watch

19 governors planning to Zght Biden’s vaccine mandates www.youtube.com/watch

www.youtube.com/watch    Great panel discussion re socio political climate, Fox news

GOP lawmaker launches lawsuit re vaccine passports www.youtube.com/watch

Texas Attorney General Candidate: President can’t just issue authoritarian vaccine  mandates, by law www.youtube.com/watch
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PS On the link in which the GOP lawmaker Zles a suit, gathered along with her is one guy playing with his cellphone while others

also gathered with her, smirk and guffaw. I Znd this sooo very unprofessional and soooooo very nasty. It only makes *them*

look really bad....not her! The intention has backZred. Stupid "strategists!"
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Dr. Mercola, as sai73491 pointed out, YES! PLEASE!  write an article of how to reduce, minimize or eliminate these metals from our

bodies!! Praise Jesus.
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Start with nascent iodine and pine needle oil.
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After all the people of the world are dead what will these few killers do with the earth?  Oh, And to think something they come up with

will kill all but themselves by a leak or something in the air or from a multitude of other ways is stupid but they think they are smarter

than the average Joe!  Notice when the politicians and TV shows start leaning our way something is about to happen to their ratings or

lives.     Its happening now.
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Like all bullies, they just keep on until they get smacked ‘permanently’. That is the only language they understand.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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This could be Dr. Mercola's most important article - ever! I skipped to the end of that PDF and noticed (no surprise!) that billy boy

either owns it - or funds it! I'm going to forward this to friends that I've known for a few decades; who have bought into this hoax 100%.

If they refuse to even look at it; as has been the case with most of what I've shared over the past few years, I will inform them that I can

no longer be a part of their lives - and I haven't been, for almost two years. I do NOT "keep friends at a distance"! At the beginning of

this nonsense; I was at their house and we could only meet outside. I wanted to shake hands, or hug and they wanted to "bump

elbows". I told them: "I can't do that; it's too insane for me". I refuse to fall into their trap! My friends and their children have ALL

graduated from University. I've always regarded them as intelligent people. These days; that "intelligence", is not readily apparent.

There have so many similar stories.
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM
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Enlightening. I’m so impressed the book has an “index”. So lacking in all the other books I buy about Covid or from your other guests.
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Turfseer
Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM
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Greetings fellow Mercolaites.  Please check out my music video THE VIRUS IS MY GOD. www.youtube.com/watch
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I don't think it's just to steal more wealth, or even the resulting degree of power.  I think this may be a play for total dictatorship via the

graphene that comprises the largest ingredient and nano metallic complexes.  Graphene is a high tech carbon material which is

LIQUID and can penetrate cells.  Pubmed conZrms that it's a part of medical delivery systems.  

Graphene itself is not magnetic, but in a system w other particles is.  If one has the power to remotely speed up your heart or cause

you to feel physiological fear that system of control is total.  If these injections, together with 5G, constitute such a control system

then it is those who remain unvaxed who are preventing the trap from being sprung.

Electrons moving across one graphene layer have been observed to act like a tuid for the Zrst time, showing a collective motion rarely

seen in other metals. Potential applications of this new behavior range from electronic devices converting heat into electricity to a

better understanding of black holes.

Its electrons travel as if they have no mass, reaching velocities close to the speed of light. This fast motion leads to highly conductive

electrons that could revolutionize light-emitting diodes, liquid-crystal displays, and solar cells.

magazine.scienceconnected.org/2016/03/liquid-graphene-metal-behaves-li..

nobulart.com/covid-19-vaccine-ingredients    "On 20 August 2021 Dr. Robert Young published his team’s Zndings after analysing the

four dominant COVID-19 “vaccines” using Phase Contrast Microscopy, Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy and

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy. Their Zndings both conZrm and expand upon the prior investigations carried out by Dr. Pablo

Campra (University of Almeria, Spain) and Dr. Juan F. Gastón Añaños (Hospital de Barbastro, Spain). These Zndings are summarised in

the table below."
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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I really believe this is the best Dr. Mercola has written. It is spot on and simple to understand. I'm sending it a lot of people that I know

will come to this site for more from him.
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM
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I really am very tired of reading and hearing that the CCP is some sort of master planner of this approaching Technocracy. It used to

be the Anglo American juggernaut that was the calling card of the global pyramid cap. Now the Chinese people and govt. are being

brought into the calling card club. The globalist pyramid cap, composed of those who control the creation of money and control all

world Znances, the very top bankers, and their entourage of supporting international corporations from the four corners of this planet,

along with the tech giants in the private and public sphere are the rulers of this planet....not Xi and the CCP. They both take orders.

 Gates was simply vetted as a young man and found worthy of being given the opportunity to start a tech empire that was handed to

him to develop. Bezos, Theil and others also Zll this list as minions, also insiders but not of the decision makers. Until we get this

correct those of us as the radically disaffected will be targeting the wrong individuals and will ultimately fail to succeed in riding this

world of a very old and established elite that thrives on evil because that is all they know.
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seems to me that this agenda is being fueled by the hyped up "climate change" and the best way to Zght this is to disprove climate

change.

I saw a report about "the Zrst island going under as proof of global sea level rising proving climate change"... way back 20+ years ago

on 60 Minutes.  So, I went there 4 years ago, Fanning Island, part of the Karabati chain in the South PaciZc, funny but it is the most

remote land on earth and not serviced by any tights (so hard to disprove).   The show showed how people's houses (palm huts) were

being drowned.  What was clear when we saw it is that the people had dug a channel from the water into their island.  They told us they

dug it so they wouldn't need to go catch Zsh in the open ocean, the currents around here are some of the strongest on earth.   The Zsh

now swim up to their huts.  They could have moved their huts by the time we got there, but I guess they were used to being wet most

of the time... so their huts were still in place, they just replaced the palm husks more often.  There's no electricity... one job on the

island, which is cleaning kelp for a supplement company, one store to buy coke, packaged junk food, magazines with photos they

loved - of a modern kitchen, etc.  

My story was "60 Minutes lied"... there is no way they didn't Zgure out what had happened and in case they were stupid - the locals tell

everyone!
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Huh?  Dr Mercola says there are 14,000 deaths from the vaccine.... and report has it there are 250,000 deaths from covid, but experts

say that number is actually  22,000.  Wow, maybe this is why they intate the death from covid number.

14,000 death from vaccine

22,000 death from covid

Why take the risk?

And we can not forget the new report... men who lose sexual ability.  Would ANY man take this risk?????
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Every single thing Drs Mercola or Breggin have outlined are documented, traceable, and correct. I have both of their books (and many

others!) and Dr Breggin's research is impeccable, in-depth, and holds more than 600 pages of fact after fact after fact. I urge everyone

to buy it and educate yourself about what these pathological murderers have planned for humanity. It is genocide.
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This article is total conspiracy theory BS. I think this article is antivax propaganda. Shame!
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The people are in deep do do.

I came back this evening because I was going to post a link to a just posted video on youtube ular of a statement sent to a site and the

site published (read) the comment in the youtube post. The healthcare worker was stating that patients were being given 180 degree

reversal of treatment, basically if I interpreted it right, that the patients were being killed. Upper echelon oocials were threatening

workers with dismissal if they spoke out. The system was Legacy in the state of WA. The post was  yanked as I was watching it. I

thought it tied into this post on the level of whats going on. If you purposely give wrong treatment, that is the same as murder, am I

correct?
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I had lunch with a nurse today.... she wanted to talk so badly... she said things like "we no longer do what is the best for the

patient", "hospital care has changed radically", "I wish I could say more, I better get outta here before I do".
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I don't recall...would someone please tell me the type of nebulizer to get?
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donald12
Joined On 4/24/2011 10:31:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No Fear Here At All We've Been Lied To Since The Very Beginning About Everything We Were Attacked By A Forigen Entity Country.

There Are Many Many ways To Fight The Inventive Virus Which All Work even For The Most Vulnerable Without Taking An INVENTIVE

Called A Vaccine The vaccine Causes SHEDDING and therefore The SPREADERS!
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kev1230
Joined On 12/19/2017 11:33:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when melinda said to bill she wanted a divorce, bill probably said ok honey just don't forget to take your vaccine.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM
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Two words: Eric Clapton.
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ROLL WITH IT
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola and colleagues are on the cutting point of what the world is spiraling into. Thank you!  And thanks Top Posters for your

sage insights.
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will need this to buy and sell: THE SCANNABLE, INVISIBLE-TO-THE-NAKED-EYE, QUANTUM DOT TATTOO (QDT) as PROOF OF

VACCINATION delivered along with a MICRONEEDLE VACCINE (Smart Patch) will be the MARK OF THE BEAST (NOT the hypodermic

needle/syringe they have been using up to now- Sept 19, 2021). IT LOOKS LIKE A BAND-AID. QDT will use Luciferase enzyme that

makes microneedles (smart) patch glow under a smart phone app or scanner-- it is not about immunity; it is about IDENTITY and

TRACKING!!! You won't be held down and forced that way; but as Windowscentral said about their Worldwide Digital ID system,

"non-participants will be unable to buy or sell goods or services". People who don’t get it just won’t be able to buy and sell; your

Znancial transactions will be blocked. Take this mark to “get back to normal”, you’ll go to the lake of Zre. (Rev. 14:9) The "elites" call it

our Digital ID, Immunity Passport, Proof of Vaccination, whatever... The Bible calls it the MARK OF THE BEAST. (Revelation 13:16-17)

CLICK ON THE LINK TO SEE PICTURES OF THIS NEW TECHOLOGY! It can even be sent to you via the mail, Fed Ex, UPS, etc..

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm  

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-mark-diagram.jpg  

THE MARK WILL COME DECEITFULLY. (REV. 19-20, 13:14)

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/mark-of-the-beast-will-come-deceitfully.ht..
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TO CMT367:

YAH, WELL MAYBE AT AGE 85 HE FORGOT WHAT HE WROTE.
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Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM
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Synchronicity or not, but I found this material in the video archive -

ALIEN AGENDA, THE HUMAN STORY - WHAT WENT WRONG (EXCERPT):  

The whole story and the history in 10 minutes:

www.bitchute.com/.../bJLBTUwWCaL0
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When I think of the inZltration of foreign nationals into our government, media, Wall St., commerce, and academia, Zionists come to

mind, and behind that international cabal, the Rothschilds, who have a sordid history of intrigue for the past 200 years.  I think of them

as the eye of the pyramid, the global predators, hell bent on establishing Israel as the capital of the world.  Even the Chinese

Communists can be controlled, and to a greater extent, Gates, Fauci, Soros, and the global oligarchs.  Who elese whould have the

power to get 160 countries around the world behind the PlanPanic?
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CMT367
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Johnny, not everyone you mention is Jewish...why are you making the connection to zionism? Can you distinguish bet. a good

and bad Jew?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.renegadetribune.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Rabbi-Stephen-Samue..
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose Nac is starting to disappear from other sites besides Amazon now. I have been taking it from before Covid as prescribed by

my doctor for anxiety, when Amazon dropped it I was still able to get it on other sites but yesterday no one had the brand my doctor

said to take and most other brands were also said to be sold out or not available so I am in a little bit of a panic, plus I had started my

husband on it because he always had a cough after colds that lingered for months and it worked great so we both take it. Now I’ll have

to Zgure out how to keep us on it!
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mom0551
Joined On 1/17/2017 12:18:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tdmartinson..try health food stores. That's where I get mine. They are also out of it right now but keep it in stock as soon as they

can get it. Not all have stopped making it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Sorry to hear your dioculties - iHerb, VitaCost, Vitamin Shoppe, Lucky Vitamins...I found some house brand on the shelf at

Whole Foods!! Even the store on this website carries it. Please let your Zngers do the walking...what brand?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM
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www.swansonvitamins.com/swanson-premium-nac-n-acetyl-cysteine-600-mg-1..
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a difference between Breggins' mind at 85 and Biden's at 78!

Truly an inspiration!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all due respect, & appreciation for his work against psychotropics & aiding people to get off of them; Zghting against the covid

tyrants....Dr. Breggin falls off the edge, swallows whole, & embraces criminal fraud, imposition, and lawlessness without question

when it comes to addressing Alfred Kinsey's proven criminal fraud, implicating Indiana & Ohio State: calling THAT related tyranny

'love'.  Welcome to partial truth land where SOME pederasty, incest, pedophilia etc gets a pass.  All depends upon the cost & what one

is truly dedicated to: all & whole truth, or bits & pieces.  His treatment of Dr. Judith Reisman & denial of the truth she gave her life to

exposing was shameful.  The difference between Masoretic Hebrew & Torah Jewry, and kabalist Talmudic Midrash garbage which can

freely unite in fornicating union with the forming lowest common denominator antichrist beast system.   God doesn't play games on

this....thinking as a millstone, cast down with violence; and when they shall say 'peace & safety' (because they've killed or lost all the

innocents & redeemed in the rapture who oppose their hypocrisy& self-justifying lies with whole & scriptural truth): then sudden

destruction as a woman in the pangs of childbirth from which those who refuse to love the truth that they might be saved shall not

escape.  No matter how sincere their delusional denial.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Say what you like, but Breggin is dead-on correct about China's agenda to control the world with Fauci-WHO-WEC, etc., help.

Biden still has NOT gotten a better public health advisor, either. He can't see the truth about Fauci
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mark on the body needed to 'buy or sell' is extremely close. It is

directly linked to this DEPOPULATION gene-altering covid vaccination and

the proof thereof. The mark on the body, which will also be the proof of

vaccination, is the infamous "mark of the beast" (Rev. 13:16,17). Note

the warning in God's word about that:

==> He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and

slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that

no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of

the beast or the number of his name.  (Rev 13:16,17)

**IF you receive that invisible-to-the-naked-eye mark COMING SOON from

the MICRONEEDLE vaccine onto your body needed to 'buy or sell', YOU will

be thrown into the lake of Zre. The only way to overcome this is stated

here:

==> They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their

testimony; they did not love their lives so much as to shrink from

death.  (Rev 12:11)

IF you are a real Christian, you must endure to the end to be saved (Mt.

10:22; Heb. 3:14; Rev. 2:10,11). IF you are not a real Christian now,

DEEPLY REPENT (turn away from your sins). Cry out to God for forgiveness

and mercy AND commit to unashamedly follow the Lord JESUS till death.

SOON YOU WILL BE DEAD AND IN EITHER PARADISE OR ETERNAL FIRE. Your SOUL is your most valuable possession (Mark 8:36,37).

What you do with the

New Testament message is the VITAL issue.

***Get much more on the mark of the beast here

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm

***SALVATION TRUTH

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/plan-of-salvation.htm
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible does not say 'forced', it says 'caused', them to take the mark.   Meaning they rationalize & have some choice in the

matter....yet choose to subsume their will to the Beast in worship of the idol, & to knowingly kill their own free will conscientious

choice, because they do not believe & are not willing to pay the price: being unsaved, & still without the blessed hope as

evidenced by their still being in bondage,  living in fear of mortal death.  See Revelation 13 in the King James Bible, pure

Cambridge edition.  See also 1 Timothy 4 on 'having their consciences seared as with a hot iron',  1 Timothy 6:10, 2 Timothy 2, 2

Thessalonians 2 & James 4 KJB.  Titus 2 & Hebrews 2:15, 1 Corinthians 15 KJB.  

There are those wresting the word& wrongly dividing, because of the love& pride of 1 Timothy 6:10 & James 4 & 1 John 2:16;

teaching lies in hypocrisy that men can take the mark & argue the point w/ God because of a forced interpretation of a

perceived contradiction between 1 Timothy 5:8 and Revelation 13 when there is none.  These are the builders who have rejected

the chief cornerstone, blind guides, who hold the doctrine of the nicolaitans, which thing Christ hates.

For those too proud to look into the distinctions between the King James Bible, following men blindly in humanist idolatry, there

is little hope & only the confusion of the perversions that unite only on one point: denying the truth & promise of God to preserve

his word, & refusing to admit that faith cometh by hearing, hearing of the word of God; & not by the cleverness & cunning of

men.  Romans 10:17; John 1,3 & 8; 1 Corinthians 15; and 1 Peter 1; as well as the parables of the sower in Matthew 13, Mark 4,

& Luke 8 KJB.

God holds every soul & spirit individually, & without preference, accountable for how they handle, value, seek, & respond to

evident & scriptural truth.  See Genesis 3 for the Zrst mention example, & may God grant repentance not to be repented of, &

faith anchored to his words.
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

==> He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and

slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that

no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of

the beast or the number of his name.  (Rev 13:16,17)

Some translations say forced - KJV says caused.  Using the word forced, but that does not mean you will be held down and

forced that way.  

People are going to be more and more squeezed. Right now in Slovenia, in Eastern Europe, you cannot buy gasoline without

proof of vaccination; in China, the Chinese are banned from many public places like schools and hospitals without proof of

vaccination. Many jobs here in the United States, in particular health care workers, have mandated vaccines. In Australia, the

opening of Covid quarantine facilities has been openly discussed. In Canada, there is a brutal police state going in.

Since we learn in other scriptures that a great innumerable multitude will overcome the beast and his mark by being slain (Rev.

7:9-14), then apparently, there must be free will to resist and refuse the mark. Those overcomers did not "receive" the mark (Rev.

14:9; 14:11). Hence, though they were "forced", they were still able to refuse "receiving" it; they were free to choose captivity and

death (Rev. 13:10) over taking the mark:

They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love their lives so much as to

shrink from death (Rev 12:11).

Again, they were not physically overpowered, though "forced" (severely pressured, squeezed, and with their back against the

wall, etc.), they did overcome in their personal "test," uniquely given to all Christians of the last generation.

Certainly, not as authoritative as God's word is ID2020 itself. It states:

Especially since nonparticipants in this system would be unable to buy or sell goods or services.

[www.windowscentral.com/microsoft-universal-digital-identiZcation-and-..  ]

The term nonpartic
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sunshinedaydream
Joined On 7/4/2011 3:00:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Herbert Ratner’s story can be found here: en.m.wikipedia.org/.../Herbert_Ratner
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sunshinedaydream
Joined On 7/4/2011 3:00:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend once told me about his grandfather, Dr Herbert Ratner who was the health commissioner for Oak Park Illinois during the Salk

rollout. He refused to administer it to the children due to concerns about the irregular manner in which the Salk vaccine had been

licensed. He tried to hold informed consent meetings with parents and was about to lose his job when Surgeon General Leonard A.

Scheele, the head of the United States Public Health Service (USPHS) called an emergency suspension of the vaccination program[9]

because an outbreak of polio in some of the western states had occurred in children who had received Salk vaccine manufactured by

Cutter Laboratories. In 1960 Ratner learned that a government researcher Dr. Bernice Eddy had discovered evidence of a

cancer-causing agent that she described as a vacuolating virus in the Salk vaccine rhesus-monkey-kidney culture medium Guess

what!! Ratner had saved a carton of the Salk vaccine!

In January, 1997, at the age of 89, Ratner traveled to Bethesda, Maryland to attend a workshop of the National Institutes of Health

entitled Simian Virus 40: A Possible Human Polyomavirus. There he met Carbone. A few months later when Carbone visited Ratner at

his home Ratner gave Carbone vials of the 1955 Salk vaccine, for which he had been searching in vain for three years. Eventually the

entire box of remaining vials was given to Carbone in the presence of a lawyer and witnesses. In these vials Carbone discovered two

separate strains of SV40, one of which was a slow-growing strain previously not known to have been in polio vaccines and for which

the vaccines currently being marketed were not being tested. Moreover, this slow-growing strain was the same as one found in some

types of cancerous tumors. Had Ratner not saved vials of vaccine, the source of this slow-growing strain would have been suspected

but unproven. Carbone’s discovery was published in the December 15, 1999, issue of Cancer Research. Just a coincidence, right?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the same reason that Prof. Delores Cahill of Ireland was calling for having a vial bank for this rollout of mRNA's, 1 from

each experiemental batch!
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 75 I have  pretty much Zgured all this out and even who are a lot of the evil players. Sadly I can't  do anything except  pass on a lot of

information I get right here on Dr Mercola's site. Great research articles and even advice for treatments attacking Covid-19. I am one

of those that believe very few should have died from covid if they had been treated. That's the point isn't  it? Getting treated. Doctors

aren't  treating covud and even in the hospitals,  covid isn't  really treated.  I tell people that care to improve their immune system which

is God's design to protect against Covid-19 and other viruses. I have stayed virus free for years keeping my immune system

pumped.The most powerful weapon you can all take advantage of. It's easy to do. Like many of us we have friends that have fallen

right in line with the fear mongering, the mandates and all that want to follow these new rules. Great life it isn’t. And shame on you if

you are one of these people. The plan has worked that Bill Gates designed for this pandemic.. He did have a lot of help starting right

here in the US with the medical community, the media, China and lots of money and of course  the Covid-19  pandemic. From the

begining I belive my. Lord Jesus gave me the decerment to Zgure out what all this was and is a ploy to change not only America but

the world for reasons that are evil. Satan picked the people he wanted to run this plan and though those in much of the media didn't

know they too would be a true weapon. I won't  be a around to see the end results but unless more people come to Jesus  most won't

like what happens.
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At the risk of sounding "biblical", One can track the guilty party to Satan himself. Aided by his Central Bank Clan.
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He is known by his merchandising, after all, & with no fear or shame of quoting the only source of knowledge about either Christ

or Lucifer-Satan.  Ezekiel 28 and Revelation 13 and 17-20 KJB.  His end is sure, as that of all who follow him in lies, refusing to

come to the light because their deeds are evil & they refuse to love the truth that they might be saved.  John 3 and 2

Thessalonians 2 KJB.
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"many normally rational people have completely lost their capacity to reason"

I take issue with this phrase.  Rationality in humans exists on a spectrum, IOW people are rational to varying degrees.  None of us are

100% rational, all except brain-damaged behave rationally at times.  The big difference is some of us TRY to be rational.  Most, by far,

make no effort.  They prefer to follow the path of least pain and resistance, which is to "follow the leader".  The leader, of course, being

the MSM, political establishment, alphabet agencies, all the psychopaths and psychopath sycophants who control society.  

While it's true this is a mass disconnect from rationality, it's people behaving like people always do, always have, as history clearly

shows.  People have not lost the ability to reason, but as is the norm, only use it when it seems convenient.  I say "seems" because it
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will be to their extreme detriment, as has been the case so many times historically when they have followed psychopathic leaders to

misery, destruction, and mass death.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I should clarify I'm not criticizing the article or the idea expressed, which are excellent as usual.  Just that the phrasing indicates

something has changed in these people - i.e. their ability to reason.  I think they are the same as they've always been.  There is

simply a more focused and aggressive campaign to take advantage of their moral and psychological shortcomings.

Life, if you pay attention, can teach some striking lessons.  I will never forget the response of my fellow recruits to our boot

camp commander.  This guy was demeaning and abusive to all of us, no matter what we did.  When boot camp was over

everybody in my company idolized the guy!  Except me of course.  Don't get me wrong, that type of training has been shown for

millennia to produce effective soldiers.  He was doing what works, and did a good job.  Unfortunately I fear we'll have

snowtakes who can't Zght in our military now because they'll be coddled, probably given "safe spaces".  Still, the way they

thought the sun rose and set on this guy was quite educational.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reason correlates with Intelligence Quotient, which is hereditary.

Equatorial Guinea:   59

Trying hard is necessary but not suocient.  Will power does not overcome negro genetics.
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Goldilocks1
Joined On 7/8/2010 5:13:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr Mercola, for sharing this really important information with us.  Eternally grateful for all you are doing.
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andjam01
Joined On 3/25/2015 4:18:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi,

The REAL PLANDEMIC is only using the virus/vaccine as THE VECTOR to open up the road to future slave control. We are the 6G all

promoted for the purpose of FUTURE HEALTH CONTROL whereby they Znally get to OWN OUR GENOME by PATENCY and OUR SOUL

thru' 5G and the FCC. We the UNCLOTTED of Oz need America to wake up very quickly and invade us for we are armless ( with a silent

'h'). Don't just get angry - get much angrier! Remain UNCLOTTED and your brain will too.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM
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LOL…so good
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garagekey
Joined On 8/18/2014 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dumbing down has been alarming and ongoing, though Americans have always been a gullible and easily teeced lot. Ain't that so?

 Where's the "fact check" for the "in America, we now have over 14,000 reports of deaths from the [COVID] ‘vaccine’ "  statement?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right.  That's why God blessed them with separation & freedom from the old Babylonian European tyranny through the

knowledge of God's word received, believed & shared.  When that's turned from & lost ....ain't nothing left but the bondage of

servitude, blind trust, & blind bestial lust and sin....and the destruction, death & judgment coming to such as hold that course

unrepentant & in lying hypocrisy to the end.  As before them the Jews, the churches (even in Rome at Zrst), France and Great

Britain were greatly blessed, only to apostasize & loose the blessing in turn.  It's America's turn, & for the same reason.  As

prophesied, the world will unite in fornicating lies & lcd humanist idolatry following a Man coming in his own name, though their

hope is vain, their means of achieving their vain & false hope, their bloody peace, & prostituted, fornicating, impure & fruitless

'love' void of freedom or free sacriZce is false & illegitimate....w/o hope of anything but sure & swift judgment & destruction so

soon as they think they've 'achieved' it saying 'peace and safety'.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't just get mad! GET EVEN!! Become independent of their systems as much as possible. Establish a 'tribal' unit of like-minded

supporters and work together on keeping each other independent of these idiots! But most of all--keep up the faith that it CAN BE

DONE!
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ordered!
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM
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Yes this is the biggest, but it is incorrect that nothing even comes close. One of the most infamous "events" of relatively recent history,

 was also a very effective tyrannical propaganda war, where mass psychosis has developed, and where many normally rational people

have completely lost their capacity to reason. You can show them reams of solid indisputable information and they’ll simply refuse to

believe any of it.

Now that you all see how MUCH the powers that be will lie and manipulate to forcibly enslave the minds of the masses with their false

propaganda... perhaps you might like to rethink what you thought. "There’s no doubt anymore that we are in the middle of the biggest,

most effective propaganda war in the history of the world. Nothing even comes close. As a result, a mass psychosis has developed,

where many normally rational people have completely lost their capacity to reason. You can show them reams of solid indisputable

information and they’ll simply refuse to believe any of it."
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In America the South was the only ones to lose a war with Washington and learn to overcome it. They will be the last to comply today.

 Require a jab? It will create a new business of coming up with jab papers so we cannot comply. Beats a war or dire consequences but

can be done with a smile on our faces instead.  Remember in all games the other side gets the ball equally. No one has the ball all the

time.
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Misemoi
Joined On 1/31/2021 2:33:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe all vaccinations cause deaths and damage especially to a small baby's immune system and in susceptible individuals. We are

only aware of the deaths from covid vaccine because there's so much talk controversy around it. Why should children be vaccinated

when they have almost zero risk of severe illness if they get covid infection. At beginning of vaccinations a story was put out that even

if you had the disease you needed the vaccine as you didn't have more than three weeks of antibodies. Then this was changed when

vaccinations at high level admitting that disease always gives better immunity than vaccine. The lies are endless. Every day I read of

people who died who weren't vaccinated but rarely read of people who die as a result of the vaccination not to mention other effects it

may have on the body esp the immune system. the biggest killer isn't covid it is old age and then obesity is a major contributor. Also

treatments shown to be effective are not being used. Bill Gates is evil
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Misemoi - Be careful how you interpret what you are hearing. The CDC does not count people as fully vaxx'd until 2 weeks after

their second shot. Whereas the majority of deaths are occurring within the Zrst 3 days after either the Zrst or second shot. So

these people, according to the CDC, are unvaxxed. Therefore instead of calling this a clot shot or a kill shot, we have a pandemic

of the unvaxxed??? Word twisting to make it appear as the CDC intends is simply a set-up for more theater of the absurd!
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The "controllers' of this world takeover and their takedown of Western Civilization is retaliation/vengeance for the Protestant

Reformation which abrogated their power in the 1500's. They have been working on bringing the world back to the Dark Ages ever

since then, successfully, when the vatican/pope ruled without opposition. The lack of knowledge of true history and the lying revisions

of history have made this possible. There is ample evidence of this if researched. The whole world is controlled from Rome and the

whole world is devoured by Rome and the one who sits on the throne calling himself god on earth. Until this is known, what can be

done. Really, not much.

Hosea 4:6 "My people perish for lack of knowledge.".....that is lack of knowledge of the one true God and the true discernment of the

truth He provides ...and of course History. There is nothing new under the sun. The dragon [devil] gives it the seat, power and

authority....that means all of this beast [world gov't] is controlled by Satan and his demons through the powers of their diabolical

contemplative prayer to evil demons. Of course, this will take some reading and research to know this. But maybe now we are in a

famine of the word of God , of the truth, of any desire of the truth. How do we Zght against such evil when it remains unknown who is

the enemy.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Man is known for his fruits, so the ‘who is simple.’ That opens the next question.
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It's due to retaliation hating the fruit of the puriZcation & restoration of the word of God to the masses, the whosoever will's, in

fulZllment of Psalm 12& Jesus' promises, 1 Peter 1 etc also, King James Bible, pure Cambridge edition.  NOT the Reformation.

 You cannot reform an institution, as God works with individual souls & the ordering of the institution that the Reformers &

Protesters BEGAN coming out of,is corporate Babylonian & humanist, idolatrous: not biblical. Rev 17-18 vs Gal 4:26 KJB.

It is the word of God that'always under attack from Genesis 3 'yea hath God said', the Devil& devils, their ministers, sorcerers of

craft& witches,& every other nicolaitan refusing to come all the way out of her that they be not partakers in her sins, neither

share in her plagues.

The lcd, better ideas of men per-ver$ions are uniting the subtle antichrist beast system in the idolatry of Man; the UBS

ecumenical mass of confusion& what nicolaitans 'divine' as having been 'in the originals'....which God did NOT preserve for the

same reason that Hezekiah was led to destroy the brass serpent men were worshipping, he calling it 'Nehushtan' (men yet today

worshipping that thing& what it stands for! Religion compromised from all & whole truth & Bible to political compromise ends in

the antichrist beast system of Man& Devil, the usurping counterfeit & aping of God incarnate, & the Godhead as written.)  

There is now a corrupt gmo underlying text for the perver$ions: each 1 but the true is patented demonstrating that fact& that

means both corruption& famine. Laodicea writ large: & she, proud, presuming, as the Jews before her, the natural olive tree into

which she was only graffed, the root....now cut off, wilting, dying, dead....& not even realizing it!  2 Thess 2.  Romans 9-11.  Soon

God will turn back to Znishing his business thru the Jews as written in the KJB Old Testament preserving the Masoretic Hebrew,

& the KJB New Testament preserving the TR. Rev 6-10; Dan, Ro 10:17
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As Frederick Nietzsche pointed out:  "Always in the background is the eternal struggle, Rome vs. Israel."  Meaning Europeans vs

Jews, meaning Whites vs. Jews.  Jews know of this war, [most] Whites do not.  Time to tell them- as Booker T pointed out

[1969] "Time is Tight"

As The Chambers Brothers pointed out in 1968 "Time Has Come Today."

www.youtube.com/watch
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BOTTOM LINE: it is quite apparent that worldwide 1776 is now unavoidable if the military does not do their job and STOP this bullshitt

in its tracks! It is time for clown schwab, gates, soros, obozo, clintons, to be arrested immediately and exicuted for crimes against

humanity! Then go after EVER scumbag that was complacent in the whole scamdemic, right down to the very people that gave the

injections!
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Whoa…sounds a lot like the French Revolution.  Reign of terror, and all that.
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All of the major choke points are under Communist/Jewish control.

See The long march through the institutions [Antonio Gramsci].  Long term inZltration.
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uh-oh.... execute the people who gave the injections?  that would be my brother, a good fella who just didn't know better.... after

all just a couple years ago the heath care system followed the oath :Zrst do no harm".
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Freedom is not free. I am willing to make the ultimate sacriZce for mine.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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mdbrown

The most dangerous enemy to face is one that has nothing to lose and in the world that is the old people. Keep on and get them

all stirred up and those will regret it as they will be eliminated. No wonder they are being targeted Zrst!
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how to contradict fake information as here: news.ohsu.edu/2020/07/13/preparing-for-the-novel-coronavirus-at-ohsu  They

post iconographs for lazy people who do not search for info to increase fear. It is the same with Mayo Clinic, Johns Hopkins

Coronavirus Resource Center, and others. They present information based on data from their labs and hospitals. I know that data is

twisted. However, many people believe in that and attack others who try to present facts based on information from scientists,

doctors, or other professionals.
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Listen to the HIghwire Link I posted somewhere above. If shots were given at CVS or Walgreen's these are not listed on the

patient's records. Therefore their chart may be bogus, false data, or a fabrication without that research being done.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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"Pure. Clean. Innocent. Natural. Free" - UNVACCINATED - guilty (diseased), presumed to be at fault, until proven innocent. Short term

innocence innocence (disease free) passes available for a not small fee. Incurable. ... "Drugged. Unnatural. Used. Altered. Captive" -

VACCINATED - innocent (disease free) until proven guilty. Passports are FREE*.  Tests of disease are only short term and do not

change change VACCINATED status. Cured. =× The Devil's COVI-DICTIONARY

* - buyer beware, no warranty of safety or effectiveness is provided.
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Pretty much answers the millions and millions of people who have felt this, but could not adequately express in words the aspects of

why and just how so many many sheople have fallen prey to this massive intentional psychological abuse. To think these same evil

people (Gates etc) already have in place the next planned plandemic is sinister beyond measure!
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brodiebrock12

One thing that is being overlooked if what is wrong with Dr Fauci?

There is a disease that is undetectable by normal Dr. test, blood, x ray and so forth that causes one to treat people like many say

he has and still does and it Zts him to a T.

It is caused mainly at ones youth and is carried through their lives but the more they can abuse and command the more it brings

relief. To the normal people it is called "Little Mans Disease" and he is a perfect example of it.

With how he is commanding so many people today he must be sleeping well.
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SPREAD THIS 38 MINUTE VIDEO AS FAR AND AS WIDELY AS POSSIBLE! www.theautomaticearth.com/.../i-am-afraid  Undertaker John

O'Looney of Milton Keynes Family Funeral Services in England. Video is at end of article.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was a great video, it calmed my nerves.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid (which in my opinion is 5g poisoning) and its' shot are a means to an end. So are the tu shots. All these lab created so called

viruses in my opinion are just poisons spread in the air and not person to person.  The number of satellites being launched for this

agenda is astounding. How could anyone not notice? Speculation is surfacing this could all be leading to CRISPR technology. Watch

and see.  In the meantime there are more agendas to watch for happening before our eyes. Abolition of all ordered

governments...abolition of private property...abolition of inheritance...abolition of patriotism...abolition of the family...abolition of

religion...creation of a world government.
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Look for the simple solutions to Covid or any cold and tu, like what's growing right under your feet.  Learn to recognize the most

common, abundant, diverse, and beneZcial 'wild' medicinal plant on earth - the Plantain (Plantago), not the banana. You can buy it as

an herb, but it's much better to pick it yourself.  It grows everywhere in the US and most parts of the world - in yards, on sidewalks,

literally everywhere you Znd dirt, you'll Znd Plantain/Plantago.

Although it is traditionally known to heal scrapes and bug bites, it is so much more. It is a giant of medicinal wild plants.

Plantain/Plantago is an anti-viral, antibacterial, antifungal, anticancer, immune booster...the list is endless.  I've been using it as a nose

drop and within a few minutes it decongests my sinuses and cuts the phlegm running down my throat, plus many other things - See

www.wildfoodies.org/Plantain,Broadleaf.htm  .

If anyone knows how to contact Dr. Judy Mikovits, suggest that she try Plantain/Plantago water nose drops. She was contaminated in

the labs and has suffered a chronic condition ever since. You can see that her sinuses are congested on the many videos she's made.

 Judy said in her book that she is taking therapeutics, but maybe she needs to consider a simpler solution, because whatever she's

doing may be keeping her alive, but it's not clearing out her sinus passages.  

The Dark Side has been contaminating the global population by various means (mostly medications and vaccines) for over 100 years.

Actually, poisoning people has been going on since the beginning of man. It is our job to Zght back in the most expeditious way

possible and by living as healthy a lifestyle as we possible can. In addition to the endless beneZts of Plantain/Plantago and other wild

herbs, I also urge people to stop all dairy and glutens, as well as 'everyday' drugs - caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine. We must be

aggressive in protecting our health, particularly now. My name is my website.
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I made a salve with plantain, comfrey, and stag horn lichen. I used to get very bad razor burn but this stuff stops it. It is great for

burns and cuts as well—speeding up the healing process.
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Where do you buy it? Thanks,
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Wow, thanks; we have plenty of that in Europe.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have used Plantago Q (homeopathic mother tincture) after dental visits for the gums, very effective healing tincture.
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AndymAndym
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You don’t need to buy it. It is a rampant pioneer weed, growing anywhere the soil has been disupted. Up here in Maine we Znd it

growing on trail sides, in vacant lots, fence lines, etc, among the mullein and artemisia. Also, any untreated lawn is apt to have

some growing. Steep it in olive oil in a crock pot for a couple of days, then thicken it to your liking with beeswax. As i posted

above, i also use comfrey and lichens. The latter I steep in grain alcohol then water, then I add that to the olive oil infusion and

cook it until the water evaporates.
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richarddavey
Joined On 4/27/2013 10:20:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God for you dr mercola for all the good you have done in your lifetime and now Dr breggin for his work and ginger his wife. Good

job faithful servants.
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The GO in the vaccines is capable of being excreted to a degree, certainly early on. Hence the need for boosters, to top up the GO. So,

it appears to me to be multifaceted. Many will die from the injections, many will be incapacitated from the injections giving pharma

revenue, but all who survive will be (at some stage) capable of being mind/health controlled or even eliminated. It is not impossible

that the tu vaccine given in 2019 in Wuhan also contained GO. Then Wuhan became a pilot for 5G. There have been many stories

linking 5G to the Wuhan outbreak but they didn't quite hold water until now. It could easily have been a test of the GO-5G combined

system before rolling it out to the world.

The second video on the same URL suggests all tu vaccines globally in 2019 contained GO, and that there is GO in the masks and test

swabs. Graphene Family Nanoparticles (GFNs) are so small they easily pass across the blood-brain barrier, and the blood-placental

barrier. Not so easily the testes barrier. This makes sense of the fact that they want everyone vaccinated, even pregnant women and

children. It is because they need to get GO into all bloodstreams in order to facilitate that control down the track. Fundamentally the

internet of people as well as the internet of things. A considerable step toward transhumanism.
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Yes all of that and the GO they sprayed and are spraying us with in the geoengineering program. I watch the skies and they were

spraying in every state when we traveled cross country.  Heavily. I know someone who worked for the cable  company who told

me the brass at the top don't even know what's being installed on these towers.  To me it's a dead ringer to implement the Jose

Delgado experiments back in the 50's.  He even stated that one day it would be used to control people. I read that people are

naturally excreting GO so that is likely the reason for this ambitious geoengineering and push for boosters. The human body

always seeks equilibrium and to excrete poisons and the psychopaths are seeking to overcome the body's natural immunity.
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There is hope. hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2021-09-10/debates/9DC43CAE-0728-4000-8A..
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Thanks so much for that link.  Interesting read.  The truth is coming out. (albeit at a snails pace)
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fellow truth seekers.  linked 19 second video in Australia states the truth

www.brighteon.com/eaf63385-2409-49b1-975a-bb6395e30de3
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The 2016 CEPI business plan is interesting, but I suspect that to most people it looks like sensible future planning! What is interesting

is that it is a curious collaboration of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Indian government, the Welcome Trust, WEF and

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Where's Fauci, the NIAID, or the CDC? Keeping a safe distance? And an amazing prediction on page 9:

Preparedness - by 2021 CEPI will have 4 - 6 vaccine candidates....
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Reviewed pages 50 to the end, kinda reminds me of this movie: "Dial M for Murder"

www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDTlRia1poAhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDT..  -

And then there is this! "Bill Gates can't answer this simple question:" www.youtube.com/watch  - have fun w this one! Body

Language.
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gary_ha
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Demand PCR cycles data. If fertility reduction all along ... then it all makes sense, time will tell. All that matters is their belief on

population growth, not yours nor mine, theirs. We eat 11 million pounds of food per minute. Imagine yourself as a top elite controlling

trillions. Imagine believing the CO2 scare, seeing the stats on expanding farmlands for the extra 237,328 new consumers on earth

every day, the real numbers on increasing mining, raised seeing unedited newsreels of the horrors of world wars, well informed on the

Spanish tu devastation around 1918, and so on.

You say to yourself, we're going to save this planet with a clean method, gin up a virus scare and force vaccinations containing our

fertility reduction long-term. You would be saying, yeah, sorry folks about those vax side-effects like, say, death, it is only supposed to
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fertility reduction long-term. You would be saying, yeah, sorry folks about those vax side-effects like, say, death, it is only supposed to

decrease the numbers of new babies going forward, not kill their mothers, we mean well. Farm resources used in 1 MINUTE as of

8/20/2021: Diesel: 502,653 pounds; Fertilizer: 745,162 pounds; Water: 11.1 billion pounds; Energy: 1.6 billion watt-hours

(worldfoodclock)
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We have the technology to save ourselves, feed TRILLIONS and permanently end starvation and poverty. It's basically the

zeitgeist movement and venus project, you can dl the free pdf called "the zeitgeist movement deZned".
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Freedomofchoice1
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Thank you, fabulous but  frightening… and another truth teller will be on the LIST to be shut down ….  One question is not answered….

HOW did these arrogant international criminals basically convince just about every leader in the world to accept their “conditions”

surely they must all KNOW what they are jabbing  their people’s arms with poison! And why are countries like Australia, the no more

“lucky country”  shutting down any conversations / debate, freedom rally’s and ALL opinion on SAFE  alternative medications….. you

know the ones, from Vit D3 to Hydroxy to Ivermectin…. Strange how our TGA is presenting reports of their “danger”…. Yes for sure….

Surely any sensible adult Politician regardless of which democratic country the work in….. must recognize that week, and month and

multi month lock down, home schooling, masks,  social distancing etc etc… is harmful….. besides the Znancial / economic tragedy for

small to medium sized businesses…? What did they offer or what was used to “pressure “ most leaders of so many large and up to

now well run countries??? Well besides most carrying a huge amount of debt which seems to be being ignored or talked about as if it

is not a big deal That I cannot understand????
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you really think that the people at the top don't know about getting JFK'd if you oppose them? They also are seasoned chess

players who move their owned people into top positions in government: Reagan, Bush's, Clinton, Obama, Trump.  It's all theatre

designed to fool.

Merkel constantly tashes the ROC sign in our face, as did all American Presidents. We would do well to learn how they

communicate.
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I heard Dr. Zelenko say in an interview:  ",,,, they offer you on this side: 5 million dollars or on the other side: we kill all your

family."
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Huge, perhaps unbelievably huge bribes.  Where do they get the money?  They make it up from nothing, basically by juggling the

books.  Of course they own the PRIVATE central banks, just like they own the PRIVATE IRS [ a Puerto Rican Corporation].  Own

IMF, World Bank, Bank for International Settlements, and so on.  The money we use daily is their "creation".  I call them FMM-

Fake Money MaZa

Threats made against person and loved ones are NEVER idle- they routinely make offers that cannot be refused.  They are the

true maZa.  Italians were scapegoated to misdirect from Jews. . .
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pogohere
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The claimed collaboration with the Chinese Communist Party is a straw man.  Communists the Chinese are.  Capitalist predators they

are not.  

The CCP involvement alleged in the article could easily have been a footnote to all the actions  by strictly western institutions and

people as well-delineated in this article.
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Look closely at what's going on in Australia, and you may change your mind! 90% or thereabouts of Australian exports are going

to China, and the country is following the lockdown, survillance and intrusions similar to those used by the CCP.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VERY naive about both the nature of man, and corporate socialism by any name.  Rome is the mother & head of it all.  Who

propped up China & Russia, maintaining those Iron and Bamboo Curtains, even as the darkness of the confessional, the

dungeons & gulags, until they'd perfected their devilish humanist craft of tyranny & control?  Philosophizing and calling him &

his intuence a 'principle', or focusing on one of its arms or legs exclusively, ignoring the whole, does NOT change the truth of

the thing.
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ever_new
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Empowering and inspiring.
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EarthTruth
Joined On 7/29/2021 5:16:45 PM
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Just like Hopkins in his article Mercola posted a couple of days ago, Breggin (AND Mercola) never once mention what the "global

predators" ACTUALLY are -- psychopaths ( read “The 2 Married Pink Elephants In The Historical Room” at

www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  ).

It is EVIDENT that they Hopkins, Breggin, and Mercola (and billions of others) haven't learned much from history (here's a quote from

that cited article) ...

"Above all it is essential to refer to things by their correct names. If things are not referred to by their correct names, then our language

will not retect reality. If our language does not retect reality, then our actions will not retect reality, and will be exercises in futility."

(Confucius, 551-479 BC, Chinese Teacher)

It means nearly everyone is misleading us (and they themselves) by obfuscating the real reality by NOT referring to reality by the

"correct name." Referring to "things by their correct names" is where the true awakening starts and ends....
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EarthTruth

Excuse me, please; I don't understand what you say: Could you explain why you point out that someone denied that predators

are psychopaths?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speak plainly and correct others when they attempt to hijack the language.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeZne what you want to say. On vitamin C, and effective protocols to combat COVID-19. Dr. Mercola has published excellent

reports
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EarthTruth, in the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) the original description of manipulative

personality type with no conscience was sociopath.  Then the psychopathic type personality was added to the DSM, the

difference being that the psychopath kills with similar personality type to sociopath.  In a court of law you don't label someone

as a psychopath until evidence is examined and they are found guilty of homicide, but even then the term psychopath will not

necessarily apply - e.g., crimes of passion. It's why we have the law and degrees of crime, like manslaughter, invoking a shorter

sentence in some cases.  In a civilized society terms like psycho, etc., are usually reserved for Zction or bios of murderers.  If

you do not have a psychiatric proZle, or the ability to access or publish same, it is speculation to use the terms sociopath or

psychopath and could have legal consequences for the writer.
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we want to change our predicament I Zrmly advise to SWITCH OFF THE IDIOT BOX.

I did just that and it took 7 days to feel free of the constant mind control, I feel liberated now. It’s an amazing victory that I remind

myself everyday and smile without fear!

Start NOW!

Reduce your time on your phone and computer and soon you ll realise that you have a brain that needs a creative mechanism to

re-start!
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Biggetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once you become aware of what is going on  it is actually better to stay informed so you can talk meano gully to those who are

receptive. From the "Art Of War" ,keep your enemies close.

It is valuable to see what is not being publicised,  such as the recent Zndings from Duke, where 98% vaccinated returning

students showed 380 positive readings. Their oocial publ I cations referred to 98%" immunisations:...and that from such an

institution. Im in West Aus, and my neice just graduated from there . She went back to UK, her brother had c19 twice as kate as

March21, and went on to win two swimming Gold Medals.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Put the tv out with the trash.  Read a good book. Put down your cell phone!  It is very aggravating to try to have a conversation

with a rude person whose thumbs are constantly in motion.  Live close to nature and produce your own food.  It will bring you

closer to reality and realign your priorities.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No television for over 30 years and counting...best thing I ever did for myself, and for my two children. Books rule.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is happening here?? I got an email yesterday, was reading the "Covidian Cult" and "Variants"; all of a sudden the links are to

another discussion. This has happened a few times.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure why you are getting delayed emails… Those two articles were posted last Friday and are available for viewing only

within a 48 hour window. Today is Sunday - more than 48 hours later - so expired links will bring you to the current articles only.

You are given the option of saving those articles in a pdf format but once it expires 48 hours later, it is gone forever. If you wish,

you can send me a message and I can forward those two pdf articles to you.
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perrymrmrp
Joined On 7/20/2010 6:56:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr M - I’ve said this before but I have a similar trait to you - When I identify a theme which incenses me my brain just  reacts like a

buzz-saw and I can never leave it alone….You may not agree you have any kind of trait as I have described it - No worries if that is so -

Needless to say you can run this forum anyway you like but why not get back to the middle of the road - otherwise perhaps you could

be in danger of disaffecting your mainstream readers….On the other hand I suppose you feel you have a higher mission which should

never be derailed - Oh Well

🧐😊
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Biggetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM
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I started my career in health and Ztness in 1976 in West Australia

From that time I recognised the early stages of what was taking place, and how the inevitability of what know is known as

metabolic syndrome.

I was not associated with any I professional body. The industry was in its infancy, so I was not indoctrinated.

As hapoens when you Znd your vocation, amazing synchronicities emerge. One of many was to read the book Cosmic

Conspiracy by Stan Deyo. Nothing surprising there until I discovered ge was ex CIA and was banished to W.A. and the Zrst client

I mentioned it to was his brother in law. He was quite concerned when I mentioned him.

Everything since has rolled out exactly as he stated, which was quite amazing seeing even bar codes were not common, and the

internet was decades away, so I could see how the technology Ztted also., so needed noconvincing about Gates and co.

Anyone dedicated to human well-being HAS to dedicate themselves as Dr M is.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read and write... but those who cannot unlearn the lies they have

been taught to believe.

No amount of evidence will ever convince an idiot.

The truth is extreme, to make it moderate is to lie.
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- Oh Well

🧐😊
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Joined On 6/3/2012 1:28:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proverbs 1:7

AmpliZed Bible

The [reverent] fear of the Lord [that is, worshiping Him and regarding Him as truly awesome] is the beginning and the preeminent part

of knowledge [its starting point and its essence];

But arrogant fools despise [skillful and godly] wisdom and instruction and self-discipline.

We are currently living in the time prophetically written about and described in and around Revelation 9 of the Bible.

My dear dr Mercola or anybody reading this you will never, while you are doing your own important part of the work, understand what's

really going on and why unless you go to the prophecies of the Bible...so as a help with that search the books Are You Lied To About

The Bible? and shepherdschapel.com for example to get the details.

We have to stop being Biblically illiterate or we will not Znd the Znal explanation...Wisdom starts with seeking God. So start working on

this now. God demands that we His children make His enemies as His foot stool before He returns. But the devil as antichrist comes

Zrst 2.5 months. It will all be explained. OK there you have it. Now it's up to you. Ciao Leif Werner  and may the Living God (HVHY) be

with you
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mom0551
Joined On 1/17/2017 12:18:58 PM
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I generally read every comment on this site. However, today, I became very discouraged at some of the negative comments,

speciZcally the last one on how "sadly, God will not Zght this battle. He has turned us ALL over to the evil one because of our sins and

nothing we do will make an ounce of difference". Do you not read the WHOLE book? Yes, God IS Zghting this battle, for those who

acknowledge Him and allow Him to Zght for them. Those are the ones who will be protected from this evil world. And this evil will not

continue forever. When Jesus returns, HE will put an end to satan's reign, and that is coming soon. Then, the righteous (those who

KNOW Him) will be delivered out of this evil world. Those who refuse Him now WILL suffer such tribulation "as the world has never

known and will never see again". He will come then with His saints and conquer satan in the Znal battle of Armageddon where blood

will tow "unto the horses' bridles". You must read the entire Word of God to understand this and yes, we are to Zght against this and do

what we can to eradicate the evil that is in power right now. The prayers of the saints is the only thing that is staying the Hand of God

at this moment in time because "it is not His Will that any should perish." To just sit back and do nothing is unacceptable. But the

"battle is His" and He will protect those who love and serve Him now. Please study the ENTIRE Word of God and not just bits and

pieces because it will all make sense to you then. He is the answer, He is the TRUTH , He is the life and His Word will stand...He

changes not. It's so simple a child can understand it. Accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior, repent of your sins and ask Him into

your heart and life and live according to His Word. "Acknowledge Him and He will direct your paths".
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The CCP is just a front in all this, acting on behalf of Western organizations, corporations, and governments. The Chinese are only

interested in money and controlling other Chinese. COVID can only come from the mind of Westerners who are Satanists. The

vaccines/shots were developed and patented years ago. They made up (and patented) the "virus" later.

It's a huge PSYOP to drive people towards the euthanizing (as a population) shots. All levels of 'power' are in on it. It's up to the people,

as a group, to stand up and say no.
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THERE'S SO MANY HOLES IN THIS GUY'S PRESENTATION IT'S IRRITATING TO LISTEN TO.

ONE THAT GOT ME TO POST IS WHAT A HUMANITARIAN GEORGE WASHINGTON WAS FORGETTING

ALL ABOUT GEORGE WAS JUST ANOTHER LIMEY *** SLAVE OWNER.

THE STUFF HE SAID THAT MADE SENSE WE ALREADY KNOW, HE JUST PARROTED WHATS ALREADY BEEN

SAID / WRITTEN FOR THE LAST 1 1/2 YRS.
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Have you bothered to read any of Breggins books? He's made a real contribution to the reform of psychiatric-racism in USA.
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If not for George Washington, heaven knows where we and the world might be today.  It is disingenuous to judge those of that

era through the lens of today.  There is a saying about standing on the shoulders of giants and imagining that you are tying.
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The patriarchal male god who is celibate and angry, who yet gives birth to creation, and yet dangles his human creation over hell in

order to make them behave.  This god arose fairly recently - the last 3,000 - 5,000 years.  In the vast expanse of history, the Great

Cosmic Mother was considered the creatrix.  She loves all Her children.  She gives life, she gives death, and she gives rebirth again in

the endless sacred spiral that is the model of the Universe.  There is no "evil" other than our resistance to the ever-towing Source of

pure, positive energy.  Men think they are smarter than Mother Nature, and fear women's natural power.  Women's power is power-with,

and not power-over, as men fear.  Building our new and parallel systems must bring us closer to the earth, and recognize the genius of

our Creatrix.  Women's voices and women's ways will liberate our humanity for the coming ages.
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Woman came of man,& the greatest privilege, power& strength of women is in child-bearing& rightly ordered, God-ordained

family where she, & her children, can tourish.  Thru the woman, created in the image of God w/ body, soul & spirit....choice, even

as was the man; came the Seed whose heel Satan bruised, & he now fears the coming bruising of his head! True genetic science

has shown us the particulars& distinctives of what is inherited thru the male half of the 46 chromosomes uniting into a wholly

unique person, as well as what of the woman; while we have even witnessed the literal light of Christ contribution as the worm

of man's 23 chromosome contribution unites w/ the 23 chromosomes coming of the woman. So much for the much vaunted&

perverse 'G' interpretation of the craft& haters of truth out of Babylon& Egypt,up thru the Greco-Romans.

Lucifer-Satan is a thief& a liar,a murderer, from the beginning. Slanderer of the word of God & the brethren. Crooked in all his

ways.  He hates woman thru whom the Promised One came,& will do anything to corrupt& lead her astray, out from her best

protection& defense in this fallen world to his use, deZlement,& destruction. W/o that protection she is free game now for the

angels not keeping their Zrst estate, & the coming replay of Genesis 6 KJB, w/o understanding, armor or protection as in the

days of Noe.  

Woman is the type of the church of born again believers, the body of Christ, & Jerusalem that is above is the mother of all such:

NOT Rome, the worldly& devilish head of ALL CRAFT, as even the Blavatsky& many others discovered to their chagrin.  The

consort is still the consort& subservient, just to an unworthy, hard, violating, exploiting & cruel master. She is either a picture of

the faithful bride (Sarah, Ruth, or Rahab the repentant harlot who went on to honor before God due to choosing truth &

faithfulness to her husband, Salmon, in the very line of the Seed) or the Whore (Revelation 17&18):Jezebel, Delilah.
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What/who you think are women... mostly aren't and mostly weren't.

Can you see them yet?

fakeotube.com/.../can-you-see-them-yet

www.youtube.com/.../videos

www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q
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Okay, so the awake know who and  why all the  sheep are  being made subserviant.  Okay, the  jab is  bio-warfare and we avoid it.  How

 do  we  change  anything?   What  good does this  knowledge do us.   This  is  not  the   Znal shoe dropping.  The $$$'s own the world

banking system and  there are indications that  mandates will make it  impossible to work, buy or sell without the jab.  Cash will

become obsolete and  your banking info will be  on a chip so that if you displease one of the  $$$'s they will be  capable of  stripping

 you of  your  $$, job, home, food and  leaving you  destitute. This  is  all predicted in the  Bible book of  Revelation,  There will be  great

 suffering and  persecution.   we are helpless to  change  anything.  The  old  saying "you can't  Zght city hall,  You  can  only  kick the

 steps"   magniZed by thousands.
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Your attitude of helplessness is precisely what they are counting on! Think this through again.
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St. Paisios would disagree. We can't stop it, but we can soften the blow and keep the faith.

Focus on saving individuals.

Now is the time for faithfulness and patient endurance.

It will be bad, but it won't last long.
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Jesus said that this kind cometh out only by fasting & prayer, & we seek the will of God.  It's always his will for men to seek &

champion truth, & to resist & expose lies & evil: having two swords.  We are given the choice of standing or teeing, with

discernment by the word & Spirit (never contradicting, rightly divided) required to know when wisdom calls for one or the other.  

The Zrst sword is eternal, spiritual & the word of God....with beneZt here & in eternity; we are to know, believe & preach it if we

are not to be as they who have a form of godliness but deny the power.  Ephesians 6, Hebrews 4, 2 Timothy 3 KJB.  The second

is the temporal sword of steel, the legitimate right of every individual for protection & defense; also given to those governing

authorities which wield it for the terror of evil doers, & not to the terror of the good...  Matthew 26, Luke 22, John 18, and

Romans 13 KJB, taken together and in the full context.  

If we 'change' things illegitimately....they still end in tyranny, judgment & death, potentially eternal, conscious death.  The word

rightly divided shows that only those stubbornly rejecting the truth that they might be saved & not watching, not ready when

Christ comes in the air for his saints at the catching away, will go into that most terrible time of seven years duration, cut short

in mercy else no tesh would survive it.  It doesn't say we won't have to suffer or Zght, or go back to meeting in the forest glens,

hedgerows, etc until the end of his choosing & timing.  Read the gospels & Daniel, 1 Thess 4-5, Revelation 1-20 carefully & note

the differing groups, time periods, the disappearance of the current age saints from Rev 6-the end of 19, except the fake Whore

riding the beast system. Rev 17.

Calls for sobriety, maturity, courage & wisdom...the patience of the saints, & faith anchored to the word & Rock....not Colossians

2 philosophy & traditions of men, or 1 John 2 lust of the eyes, tesh & the pride of life.
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Dr. Breggin your words gave me chills.  I know that all you state is true:  it was ugly to face that there are people who are committing

mass murder but we must face it.  Many are not.  I have seen the blindness that you speak of and I do believe that there are mass

brainwashing techniques being used, that were discovered at Tavistock Institute. I also believe that more is at play here:  the people

behind this are satanists. Bill Gates' wife - who may actually be a man and there has been speculation that Gates is in fact a woman -

but his 'alleged' 'wife' wears an upside down cross which is a dead ringer for satanism.

I also spoke with a religious man who told me he believes witchcraft is being used on the masses.  What I found troubling was when I

tried to alert people I knew - for THEIR beneZt NOT MINE - and who turned on me. That hurt. But the following verse then made sense

to me; words of Christ: "Have I become your enemy because I tell you the truth?" This is a war of TRUTH AGAINST LIES.  It's as if some

people don't really want the truth. It's either too painful, or they'd rather stay in an infantile state. There may be some Stockhom

Syndrome going on. The essence of psychotherapy is bringing one to the truth and what I see is some kind of mass psychopathy with

spiritual implications thrown in.  After all, Satan has the supernatural ability to cause blindness.  That was the essence of the song

penned by a former slave trader:

“Amazing Grace how sweet the sound; that saved a wretch like me /I once was lost, but now am found /was blind but now I see.” I

know the song is accurate because it happened to me. We as a group have to be willing to sacriZce.  I turned our cable off in protest

and we refuse to watch TV as Hollyweird is entangled in this atrocity as are newscasters who have long ago shut down their collective

conscience' with the exception of Tucker Carlson.   I believe we have to network and stand as a group - as that is where our strength

lies.
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There are other ways that we may have to sacriZce.  We should brainstorm them instead of just discharging our angst in

comments. Chewing this over and over and over doesn't really lead to anything unless we resolve to formulate a plan to defend

ourselves and our families. I have been discouraged by the number of Americans who have grown soft with easy living and who

lack the fortitude and spirit to Zght back as our ancestors did.  However, I have been encouraged as well to speak with Patriots

who have resolved to take a stand and Zght. No they aren't going to Zght for you - you have to stand up for yourself.  But, they

will Zght alongside of you if you resolve to take a stand. Make no mistake: these are people  who are dead serious about

protecting their own and they can spot a fake and sloucher a mile away. No one is going to do this for you.

Remember Solzhenitsyn’s words in the GULAG ARCHIPELAGO: “Resistance should have began right there but it did not begin.

You aren’t gagged, you really can and you really ought to cry out that arrests are being made on the strength of false

accusations. If many such outcries had been heard all over the city would arrests have no longer have been so easy.” They, the

tyrants, can’t work in the public eye. Those people who were so apathetic, hoping that nothing was really wrong, that nothing

would happen to their persons and property, sat back and watched. If you think that all (that) is necessary is to pay your bills, to

go vote when there is an election, and to stand back during the rest of tht year and watch as your country and way of life are

replaced by a system in which you will be a slave in a concentration camp, you – not the conspirators – are guilty because you,

by silent acquiescence, invite tyranny and oppression.
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so very well said!
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The cloth masks worn--even in churches--are the same kind used in Satanic rituals. (I only wear the paper kind when forced.)

They were sold on Amazon and sites like Luciferean Apothecary long before 2020. Standing 6 feet apart at all times is also used

in the occult rituals. Why don't Christians do any research? Don't they want to avoid participating in worship of Satan?

Apparently they are Zne with it.
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Sai, I have been reading the prophecies of St. Paisios of Athos. He predicted something like this happening would be used to

bring in a One World Government. He suggested living very simply as soon as possible and growing your own food to feed you

and your family. They will shut us out of their economy. But it should end within no more than 3 and a half years according to the

saint. Not sure how.  But the technocrats running this don't seem good at anything but spying, deceiving, and hurting people.

They lack the charisma of Hitler or Stalin. They aren't good at building things--though they acquire/steal others' inventions--and

their internet of things will be so centralized it will lack a decent back up system. Plus they're so arrogant they likely won't think

of one, since they're too smart to fail.
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To the Law & to the testimony, if they speak not according to this word, there is no light in them.  Isaiah 8:20 KJB  Law in its
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To the Law & to the testimony, if they speak not according to this word, there is no light in them.  Isaiah 8:20 KJB  Law in its

proper place as Schoolmaster.  Galatians.  

Necromancy is forbidden & the dead do not communicate with the living....they have the Law & the testimony as Jesus said.

 Luke 16, Deuteronomy 18 KJB   Beware of lying, seducing spirits....watching, ancient, familiar spirits who DO speak to the

unwary, disobedient & careless to their loss.  1 John 4, 2 Corinthians 11, 1 Timothy 4 KJB.  Leviticus 20; 1 Samuel 28; 1

Chronicles 10:13; 2 Chronicles 33:6; Isaiah 29:4 KJB.

Everyone who is born again of the word & Spirit of God is a saint & there is no preference with God.  John 1, 3 & 8; 1 Corinthians

15; 1 Peter 1 KJB.  Deuteronomy 1:17, 10:17; Acts 10:34 and Romans 2:11 KJB.  Deuteronomy 33:3; Psalm 148:14, 149:1 & 5 &

9; Daniel 7:22; Matthew 27:52; 1 Corinthians 1:2, 6:2, 14:33 KJB.  

Also, all mysteries save the revelation of the sons of God are revealed in the scriptures.  What was in the Old Testament

concealed, is in the New revealed.  Romans 11:25, 16:25; 1 Corinthians 2 & 15;  Ephesians & Hebrews KJB.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates' wife - who may actually be a man and there has been speculation that Gates is in fact a woman...

save some of the EGI transvestigation/transpocalypse Zles while they are still available on the web... and while the web is still

"on".

Can you see them yet?

fakeotube.com/.../can-you-see-them-yet  

www.youtube.com/.../videos  

www.youtube.com/.../featured

www.youtube.com/watch

www.youtube.com/watch

egi.fakeologist.com/.../egi-its-real  

The News-Benders (1968) Thirty Minute Theatre (aired in GB the year before the world got "mooned"... explains a lot)

https://youtu.be/KOu_vlH3THM
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NigelHowitt
Joined On 2/26/2013 2:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NOW WE CAN SEE WHY IT IS ESSENTIAL TO QUESTION GERM THEORY AND THE ROLE OF EXOSOMES. BECAUSE THIS ASSUMPTION

UNDERPINS THE TYRANNY AND THE TOTALITARIAN STATE.

IS THIS NOT YET OBVIOUS?

QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION GERM THEORY. ITS THE FOUNDATION OF THE GREAT PANDEMIC DECEPTION !

NIgel Howitt of www.lawfulrebel.com
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DavidHenry959
Joined On 6/21/2021 3:20:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree, germ theory is mostly garbage, as such big vaccines don't work except as a lucrative business model that serves to

enrich big pharma thru vaccine sales and ongoing pharmaceutical usage after vaccine injury.

Anyone pro vaccine simply needs to research the global rapsheet of big pharma, ie, these grubs are hard-core habitual

criminals.

Gods knows how many they've killed and injured over the yrs, for example merck knowingly killed 120 000 Americans with their

deadly painkiller.

JJ knowingly added ASBESTOS to their products and are facing a FORTY BILLION DOLLAR LAWSUIT.

PZzer grubs have been in and out of compo court 70x.

This isn't the behaviour of noble scientists making the occasional accident, no, this is a business model that sacriZces anyone

unfortunate enough to suffer from these fake but deadly and dangerous hard drugs.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Wear a T-shirt saying, "Germs aren't real!" everywhere. That will Zx everything.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When in doubt and short on evidence, facts & reason:  SHOUT!
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jews Behind All These Anti-Covid Vaccines:

www.renegadetribune.com/the-jews-behind-all-these-anti-covid-vaccines/..
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hatered gets us nowhere!!
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaw9735, get lost with your prejudice agenda.  You've done this before and its ugly and worthless.  I've marked it spam.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You use ad-hominem, just like the liberals.

I mostly quote from Jews' own writings.  "We the Jews, we are the destroyers"  from book You Gentiles by Maurice Samuel.  

Find out what the Jews say about themselves.
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world is being controlled, manipulated, and structured by a vast network of Global Satanists.  They’re everywhere, in every country

and in every institution that people trust and depend upon. They meet in secret and plan their moves in unison. The global fake Covid

pandemic is their latest game to rid the earth of useless eaters.( thats US !)

However, while we have that evilness continuing, we also have a global “military coup”  that began the cleanup of these parasites a few

years ago during the Trump administration. Why isn’t this news being made public???

Has no one heard about the global satanic pedophile network that has been committing crimes against humanity for decades ?? (Child

traocking for satanic sexual abuse, Children being kidnapped sexual abused & tortured for their blood that contains the satanists

prized -ADRENACHROME, ORGAN traocking, and more atrocities....

Has no one heard about the military tribunals that are now taking place at GITMO ?? The roundup of these parasites began back in

2019. There have already been hundreds of Tribunals held and Executions !!! Why is this being suppressed??? The military is Executing

these criminals in droves BUT mainstream isn’t covering this due to deals being made. AND the Satanic parasites are using body

doubles and look a likes to cover this up!

Some Names:

Bill and Melinda Gates - Deceased

Joe Biden - Executed

Hillary Clinton - Executed

Barrack Obama - Executed

Michelle Obama ( Big Mike) Executed

Oprah Winfrey - House Arrest

Ellen Degeneres -House arrest

Tom Hanks - Executed ( remember when news reports stated he tested Positive?  Well that was Positive for ADRENACHROME.

MORE OF THE EXECUTED:

Queen Elizabeth - (Princess Diana knew what they were doing and she didn’t like it)

Prince Phillip

Tom Cruise

Nicole Kidman

Nicholas Cage

Val Kilmer

Britney Spears - Life in prison

Madonna - Executed

+ Hundreds of other Leaders, Celebrities & Elites. Thousands More awaiting capture, Tribunal & Execution!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whaaat?? have you been reading.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you get vaxx’d?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have posted a LOAD of CRAP. And get yourself a new avatar, you look like a devil yourself with glowing eyes.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More like whaaaat have you been smokin'!  ....lol.  Nice satanic avatar there for someone warning against satan and his devices,

too.  Provocateur.  Co-adjutor.  Both?
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craigco46
Joined On 3/24/2012 3:14:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the same bullshit that Steve49Car posts.  Both of you are morons.
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Givemefreedom
Joined On 9/15/2021 3:34:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well certainly many bad people are making big bucks right now all off the back of so called free sentient beings , as opposed to

"persons" for me the whole problem is the hatred of certain people's and that seems to come directly via the " kalergi plan " which of

course their main mission is to destroy the white race as we are the only ones that can compete with the Rothschilds Rockefella's etc

Kill every man woman and child seems to be a quote i remember . Dontell Jackson knows all about it being the good man he is .
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Idiot.  Provocateur.  Co-adjutor.  Fumble Bumble Inquisitor or Clown In Action looking to entrap a dupe?   All of the above?  Go

away wannabe god spewing lies & repeating slander easily debunked & disproven (and I ain't talkin' 'fact checkers' prostituted to

the global corporatists religious or otherwise).
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

not receiving newsletter again and had to rejoin...anyone else Znding this happening again?...
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Duc3990
Joined On 5/4/2021 8:40:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be great to see international shipping soon. I was just about to order one but I can't in Poland. :(
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Pat Bell Smith
Joined On 2/21/2008 6:03:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer is turn to God, not by going to church, get out of church and instead pray & read the Bible and let God Zght the battle.  Stop

trying to Zght this big, evil monster in your own strength.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen....people need to come back to regaining a personal connection with God.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly God won't Zght the battle. He has handed us all over to the evil one as punishment for our sins. According to Revelation
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13 evil will surely triumph. And nothing we can do makes the tiniest shred of difference.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/19/2021 10:22:35 AM
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mom0551
Joined On 1/17/2017 12:18:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you justify telling anyone to "get out of church"? Not all churches are preaching/teaching falsehood. That should be only

at God's direction, not yours.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/19/2021 2:07:43 PM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith: God's word tells us to never grow weary of well-doing,& not to be caught at his return w/ our talent/s buried.  Shirking

won't ty at either the bow-encircled throne or that other Great White Throne where there is no mitigating mercy, & only each

individual & the Spirit of God knows the truth of one's calling & guiding. God's word teaches his people to send such

demoralizing warriors home so that they do not dishearten those ready to the warfare, & Jesus said he was w/ us in the warfare,

& that he will never leave nor forsake us.  

There is 1 Corinthians 10 & Ephesians 6, but our calling includes being salt & light, resisting & exposing evil.  Just legitimately, &

according to the word.  I know it gets discouraging, but that's why we are called not to forsake the gathering of the saints, & to

encourage, exhort & rebuke from the scriptures, strengthening what is lame & the arms that hang down.  Helping the wounded,

the weak.  Hebrews 12:12 KJB

Neither he nor the Apostles through whom he gave the rest of his words as promised John 14-17, told us to turn into do-nothing

mystics puffed up in vain imaginations as Colossians etc warn, OR to take it all into our hands as gnostics&

sorcerers,witches....but to read, watch& pray. Always ready: w/ our loins girded & our lights burning to take the word,& to protect

& defend where he's placed us....being careful what we join ourselves to (1 Cor 6) & always pointing out distinctions &

differences in doctrine.  Separating where necessary for the sake of peace.  

In this crafty, cunning& deceitful antichrist age of 'intolerant tolerance' it often becomes necessary to part company w/ those

uniting due to the nature of the terms of their anti-Bill of Rights antichrist unity. The Bill of Rights is rooted in biblical & evident

truth & Christian liberty which those in service to the god & spirit of this dying, prone to devouring, lording over  one another,

often just don't 'get', or refuse to see. The REST of John 3...lol.
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lizhoffmaster
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is off topic but does anyone have a Zle burst  link from Dr Mercola's discussion about melatonin and niacin? Thanks:)
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